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Prefae: Controlled nulear fusionThe long term goal of the researh on ontrolled nulear fusion is to provide afaility in whih exothermal nulear fusion reations an take plae and, in thelonger term, to open a tehnial solution to a new soure of energy with large andwidely spread resoures and the prospet of safe and lean energy prodution.Subsequently, the aims of the ongoing nulear fusion researh will briey bedesribed. For a more detailed introdution, the reader is referred to the standardtopial literature: [Kadomtsev 1992; Harms et al. 2000; Gross 1984; Teller 1981;Pinkau and Shumaher 1982℄.The fusion of two nulei an release a large amount of energy, provided thatthe sum of masses of the reating nulei is larger than the sum of masses ofthe produed nulei (the mass defet �m leads to a release of binding energy�E = �m2). The reation between two hydrogen isotopes deuterium (D) andtritium (T) 21D+ 31T ! 42He (3:5MeV) + 10n (14:1MeV) (0.1)is regarded as most suitable for energy prodution tehnology. The essentialondition for fusion reations is a suÆiently high kineti energy of the reatingspeies in order to overome (tunnel through) the Coulomb barrier.Ahieving a positive energy balane between the energy released by the fusionreations and the energy needed for maintaining these reations is very diÆult.The thermonulear fusion is regarded as a promising way to reah this goal.A deuterium and tritium plasma (D-T plasma) is heated to a temperature of10 keV � 108K. This is about the optimal temperature for the fusion reationEq. (0.1). In order to reah a positive energy balane, enough reations have totake plae (high density) and the heat insulation of the plasma has to be as highas possible (long energy on�nement time). The produt of density n and energyon�nement time �E must be larger thann � �E > 1020 sm�3: (0.2)This is known as the Lawson riterion Wesson [1997℄. The maximum ahievabledensities at high temperatures are in the order of 1020m�3 and the energy on-�nement time must be �E > 1 s. One the fusion reation is started, the D-Tplasma is heated by the alpha-partiles produed in the reation. The proess isself-sustained as long as deuterium and tritium fuel is provided and the heliumash is removed. i



The hot plasma must be on�ned in a way that the Lawson riterion is ful-�lled. A partiularly good on�nement is possible within spei� magneti on-�gurations like tokamaks and stellarators.A present drawbak of these magnetion�gurations lies in the fat, that the on�nement times are muh lower (by afator of 10{100) than expeted from di�usion theory. An enhaned partile andenergy transport, the anomalous transport, is observed in the experiment, whihnowadays is attributed to the turbulent proesses in the plasma (at least for theplasma boundary). The underlying physis of this turbulene is far from beingompletely identi�ed and this �eld is a vital researh area.This thesis is intended to ontribute to the basi understanding of the turbu-lent proesses in tokamaks and stellarators from the experimental point of view.Due to the strong toroidal magneti �elds in tokamaks and stellarators, the tur-bulent dynamis has a strong asymmetry parallel (toroidal) versus perpendiular(poloidal and radial) diretion. The main fous of this work is onentrated onthe turbulent dynamis parallel to the magneti �eld, where until now only asmall data basis exists, espeially for very long sale lengths in the order of tensof meters.
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1. Introdution: EssentialsFirstly, the priniples of magneti on�nement in tokamaks and stellarators areintrodued in Setion 1.1. The role of the plasma boundary and the turbulenttransport is briey reviewed in Setion 1.2. An introdution to drift wave tur-bulene theory is given in Setion 1.3 and means of ative ontrol of plasmaedge turbulene is disussed in Setion 1.4. The further outline of this thesis ispresented in Setion 1.5.1.1. The magneti on�guration in stellaratorsand tokamaksTo protet the hot plasma from ooling down and the plasma faing materialsfrom melting, an exellent thermal insulation is required. A partiularly good andeÆient insulation is ahieved by the on�nement of the plasma in a magneti�eld. The priniple of the magneti on�nement of a plasma is based on the fatthat in a magneti �eld, the Lorentz fore restrits the motion of harged parti-les perpendiular to the magneti �eld. Charged partiles with a perpendiularveloity omponent are fored to gyro motion. However, partiles an still movefreely parallel to the magneti �eld. In order to avoid end losses by partilesowing along the magneti �eld lines towards a solid boundary, a on�gurationwith losed magneti �eld lines seems to be most appropriate. Magneti on�g-urations in whih the �eld lines do not enter or leave the plasma on�nementregion are alled losed �eld line on�gurations. The simplest losed magnetisystem is obtained by bending the �eld lines to a torus. However, the plasmaon�nement in suh a simple magnetized torus is not stable sine urvature and aradial magneti �eld gradient is introdued (as a result of Maxwell's equations).These terms lead to the well-known harge-separating urvature drift and rBdrift. As a result a vertial eletrial �eld is generated. This eletri �eld is per-pendiular to the magneti �eld and therefore the E�B-fore moves the plasmaoutwards.It is possible to avoid the vertial eletri �eld by twisting the magneti �eldlines in poloidal diretion (see Fig. 1.1). (P�rsh-Shl�uter) urrents parallel tothe magneti �eld balane the harge aumulation and the plasma is on�ned.A measure for the twist of the magneti �eld lines is the rotational transform � 1



1. Introdution: Essentials

Figure 1.1.: The toroidal oordinates (r, �, �) and the ylindrial oordinates(R, �, Z) for a toroidal devie. The dashed line illustrates the e�et of a rotationaltransform with � = �0=� on a magneti �eld line during a half toroidal irulation.that is de�ned by the poloidal turn �N made by a magneti �eld line during Nrevolutions in toroidal diretion divided by the toroidal angle:� = limN!1 �N2�N : (1.1)Generally, � = � (r) is a funtion of the minor radius r. Often, only the entralvalue of the rotational transform � (0) = � 0 is quoted. The (global) magneti shears is de�ned as s(r) = r� ddr � (r): (1.2)For non-rational � one single �eld line ergodially overs a surfae, the magnetiux surfae. The magneti surfaes are radially nested so that no �eld lineonnets the inner plasma with the surrounding walls.Plasmas in losed magneti �eld on�gurations generally onsist of two distintregions, the plasma ore (or on�nement zone), where the magneti ux surfaesare losed and the plasma edge (or srape-o� layer), where the magneti �eldlines are interseted by solid material like a limiter or the wall of the vauumvessel (f. Se. 1.2). The juntion between these two regions is alled last losedmagneti ux surfae (LCFS). The plasma boundary is not uniquely de�ned inthe literature. In this work the term plasma boundary is used to desribe theregion from the outer 1|2 m of the plasma ore to the outer srape-o� layer.Many di�erent onepts exist for the realization of a on�nement by losedmagneti on�gurations [Teller 1981; Gross 1984; Harms et al. 2000℄. The twomost advaned approahes for magnetially on�ned plasmas are the tokamakand the stellarator.2



1.1. The magneti on�guration in stellarators and tokamaks1.1.1. TokamaksIn the tokamak onept, the toroidal magneti �eld is provided by oils arrangedaround the torus, whereas the poloidal omponent is generated by a large toroidalurrent ow in the plasma. The tokamak priniple has been used suessfully inmagneti fusion researh during the last few deades [Wesson 1997℄. Many toka-mak devies with di�erent sizes exist worldwide. The required toroidal urrents(for large tokamak devies this urrent is in the order of 10MA) is indutivelyprodued. The plasma ats as the seondary winding of a transformer and a ur-rent ramp in the primary transformer winding indues a onstant loop voltagearound the torus whih drives the urrent. Sine the indued voltage is based ona temporal hange in magneti ux produed by the urrent ramp in the primarywinding, a DC-urrent an only be provided for a limited time. However, othermethods of driving a plasma urrent are an area of urrent researh [Fish 1987;Kikuhi 1993℄.The large urrent in tokamak plasmas provides a soure of free energy for in-stabilities, whih grow most easily at magneti surfaes with rational values ofthe rotational transform. One of suh a magneto-hydrodynami (MHD) instabil-ity is the ideal kink-type instability whih is apable of terminating the plasmaon�nement (low-q disruption [Wesson 1997, Se. 7.8℄) . In order to avoid thisinstability the safety fator q = 1=� should ful�ll the Kruskal-Shafranov riterion:q � 1 in the enter of the plasma and q � 2:5 at the edge of the plasma. For theplasma boundary the value of the safety fator q95 at 95% of the losed magnetiux surfaes is usually onsidered as a good measure for loal hanges in themagneti on�guration. Another instability onneted to the plasma urrent isthe vertial instability. It annot be avoided in non-irular, elongated plasmashapes and a feedbak stabilization is neessary. This instability will be overedin more detail in Se. 3.5.2.The tokamak line has been very suessful over the past years and these de-vies are the most advaned for thermonulear fusion researh. The largest toka-mak is the Joint European Torus (JET), whih has a major radius of 2:96m,toroidal magneti �elds up to 3:4T, plasma urrents of up to 4:8MA. During thedeuterium-tritium ampaign 1997, peak fusion powers of up to 16MW (a reordin fusion generated power) were reahed [Keilhaker et al. 1999℄. The poloidalplane of the JET tokamak is shown below in Fig. 1.3b.1.1.2. StellaratorsIn the stellarator onept [Spitzer 1981; Boozer 1998; Wakatani 1998℄ the mag-neti on�guration is produed by external oils only. An intrinsi feature ofthis onept is the possibility of steady state operation. In ontrast to tokamaksurrent disruptions do not our due to the lak of urrent-driven plasma insta-3



1. Introdution: Essentials

Figure 1.2.: (a) Poloidal uts through magneti ux surfaes at the toroidalangles � = 72Æ; 54Æ; 36Æ; 18Æ on the Wendelstein 7-AS stellarator. Due to thetoroidal �ve-period symmetry, the ux surfaes are idential for a shift in toroidalangle by integer multiples of �� = 72Æ. (b) Top view on W7-AS with thepositions of the poloidal uts from (a). () The 45 non-planar and 10 planar oilsthat generate the magneti on�nement �eld in W7-AS.bilities. The helial twist of the magneti �eld lines an either be provided bypairs of helially wound oils around the torus (Wendelstein 7-A, LHD), or by amodular oil system (Wendelstein 7-AS, Wendelstein 7-X) [Wakatani 1998℄.The magneti �eld geometry (and thus the plasma shape) in stellarators isgenerally more ompliated than the geometry in the axially symmetri tokamaks.In partiular, the geometry of the poloidal ross setions varies strongly along atoroidal irumfene. Poloidal uts through magneti ux surfaes for di�erenttoroidal positions are shown in Fig. 1.2 for the Wendelstein 7-AS stellarator (W7-AS). Sine poloidal setions of the magneti surfaes have a non-irular shape,it is useful to introdue an e�etive radius reff . The e�etive radius is de�nedas the radius, whih the respetive ux surfae would have in an ideal torus withthe same volume and aspet ratio (the latter de�ned as the ratio between majorand minor radius).4



1.2. Plasma boundary physisThe perturbation of axial as well as helial symmetry in stellarators leadsto the formation of magneti islands. In a stellarator with m periods (W7-AShas m = 5) the perturbation in the magneti �eld is m-periodi. This leadsto a break-up of the magneti ux surfaes at radii with a resonant rotationaltransform � = m=n (with n a small integer). The plasma degenerates at thesepositions into helial �laments, alled magneti islands. The largest islands arethose with the lowest values of n and m.On the W7-AS 45 non-planar oils for the on�ning magneti �eld and 10additional planar oils for superimposing a purely toroidal �eld are installed [seeFig. 1.2()℄. The non-planar oils reate a magneti �eld with rotational trans-form � 0 = 0:398 at the e�etive radius reff = 0 (� 0: entral rotational transform).The superposition of the toroidal �eld allows to san the entral rotational trans-form over a relatively large range, � 0 = [0:25 � � �0:9℄. The variation of � 0 auses avariation of the edge magneti �eld topology as well. For � 0 � 0:5 magneti is-lands are reated in the plasma edge and onsequently the e�etive plasma radiusis redued.1.2. Plasma boundary physisFor magneti on�nement fusion, the plasma boundary is of great importanesine partiles and energy are onstantly transported radially outward from theore plasma into the plasma boundary. The physial bakground for these trans-port proesses are illuminated in Se. 1.2.2. Plasma boundary physis is an ex-tremely wide area. For the tokamak on�guration, and omprehensive overviewis given in the book written by Stangeby [2000℄.1.2.1. The plasma boundaryDue to the partile and energy out-ux from the plasma ore, severe requirementsarise for the plasma boundary. The plasma boundary should provide a sink forthe alpha partile exhaust from the fusion reation and prevent the plasma orefrom in�ltration of edge impurities whih are reated by partile bombardment ofthe target plates. Both, the impurities and the helium ash an severely degradethe quality of the on�nement if their onentration in the ore plasma is toohigh [Kadomtsev 1992, Se. 3.10℄. Furthermore, a large perentage (in the orderof 10%) of the energy from the fusion reation is arried through the srape-o�layer towards plasma faing omponents.Generally, two onepts are ommon to de�ne the srape-o� layer: One pos-sibility is the introdution of a solid material into the plasma whih is apableof withstanding the heat load. This onept is alled a limiter on�guration.Another possibility is to reshape the plasma ross-setion by additional magneti5



1. Introdution: Essentials�elds whih permits a larger separation between solid materials and the oreplasma. This is the divertor on�guration. Both onepts are desribed in somemore detail below.In Fig. 1.3(a), a sketh of a simpli�ed plasma boundary layer is shown. Thetransport physis in the srape-o� layer (SOL) is largely determined by the dis-tane between the two plasma ontators along a magneti �eld line (this distaneis referred to as onnetion length), sine the partile dynamis parallel to themagneti �eld lines is generally orders of magnitude larger than the dynamisperpendiular to the magneti �eld. The width of the SOL is determined by theratio between parallel and radial transport of partiles and energy. Experimen-tally, the SOL width is found to be of the order of 1|2 m for most tokamaksand stellarators. In real tokamak or stellarator geometry, the detailed physis isgenerally very ompliated, and a noteworthy fat is that the onnetion lengthan di�er severely in the srape-o� layer.A sketh of the poloidal plane of the JET tokamak is shown in Fig. 1.3(b).The �eld lines are diverted by urrents through external toroidal oils. In thepoloidal plane the magneti �eld lines have a �gure-eight shape. The X-point isthe loation in the poloidal plane where the poloidal magneti �eld vanishes. The(magneti) separatrix is the magneti ux surfae passing through the X-point.This divertor on�guration has some advantages over the limiter on�guration:1. The heat load from the ore plasma an be distributed over a larger area.Hene, the erosion of the target plates and therefore the impurity inux isredued.2. Due to the distane between the target plates and the bulk plasma intro-dued by the diversion of the �eld lines, the impurity ux into the oreplasma is further redued.3. Ions and espeially the alpha partiles from the fusion reation are neu-tralized at the target plates. The divertor region an be pumped in orderto remove the neutralized helium (from the fusion reation) and neutralimpurities.1.2.2. Transport in the plasma boundaryDi�erent models apply for partile and heat transport parallel and perpendiularto the magneti �eld. The transport along the magneti �eld lines is determinedby the thermal speed of the speies and Coulomb ollisions. The parallel transportand sheath physis is diussed in Se. 2.1.The radial transport in magnetially on�ned plasmas an be divided into threeontributions, lassial, neolassial and the anomalous di�usion. For a reviewof lassial di�usion in homogenous magneti �elds and neolassial di�usion in6



1.2. Plasma boundary physis

Figure 1.3.: (a) A simpli�ed (slab) geometry for the transport physis in theplasma boundary and (b) a sketh of the poloidal plane of the atual geometryfor the JET tokamak with Mark II Gas-Box divertor. The magneti ux surfaes(white) in the ore plasma (dark grey) have no ontat to any solid material. Theoutward transport of partiles and energy in this region with losed magneti uxsurfaes is determined by the radial transport and reombination radiation. Thelast losed ux surfae (LCFS, dashed line) indiates the juntion between theore plasma and the srape-o� layer (SOL, light grey). In the SOL the magneti�eld lines start and end on the inner and outer target plates. Following themagneti �eld, the distane between the inner and outer plates plates is theonnetion length L (at JET: L � 66m for an edge safety fator q95 � 2:7).
7



1. Introdution: Essentialstoroidal magneti on�gurations, see Refs. [Wagner 1994; Hinton and Hazeltine1976℄).Generally, the radial transport in the plasma boundary is found to be muhlarger than predited by lassial or neolassial di�usion. The missing ontri-bution is referred to as anomalous di�usion. A self-onsistent physial piture ofanomalous transport is still missing. However, it is now widely aepted, thatanomalous transport an be attributed to turbulent utuations in plasma pa-rameters, in partiular in plasma potential, density, temperature and magneti�eld [Liewer 1985; Wagner and Stroth 1993; Hidalgo 1995; Bikerton 1997; Endler1999℄.From the theoretial point of view, utuations in the plasma parametersan be desribed by utuating eletri �elds that do not perturb the magnetion�guration (eletrostati turbulene), or by utuations in the magneti �eldperpendiular to the ux surfaes (magneti turbulene). In priniple, a ombi-nation of both is possible as well.In ase of magneti turbulene, the stohasti radial displaement of the mag-neti �eld lines in onjuntion with the parallel eletron ow is responsible foran enhaned transport [Bikerton 1997℄. Experimentally, magneti turbulene isfound to be important for the perpendiular transport in reversed �eld pinhes[Fiksel et al. 1996℄. However, in tokamaks and stellarators eletrostati turbu-lene is onsidered to be responsible for the anomalous transport, espeially forthe plasma edge [Wagner and Stroth 1993; Endler 1999℄. Therefore, the presentwork is restrited to eletrostati turbulene only.1.2.3. Eletrostati turbulene and transportThe idea behind the eletrostati transport is largely based on E�B-drift. Theeletri �eld E is aused by eletri potential � only, E = �r�, sine magnetiutuations are not onsidered, r� E = ��B=�t = 0.If we assume a potential perturbation � that is poloidally and radially loalizedin a magnetized plasma with a geometry as shown in Fig. 1.4, the plasma in theviinity of the perturbation rotates around the potential struture in the planeperpendiular to the magneti �eld B due to E�B-drift with the veloityvE = �r��BB2 : (1.3)If the potential �(t) is time-dependant (i.e. utuating), the orrespondingE�B-drift veloity is utuating as well. Let us distinguish between the utu-ating and the stationary part during a time period �T . Generally, the observedutuations in the plasma boundary of tokamaks and stellarators have frequen-ies ! � 1MHz and therefore timesales in the order of several �s. �T is long8



1.2. Plasma boundary physis

Figure 1.4.: Sketh of the general idea behind eletrostati transport in mag-netized plasmas. The magneti �eld B is in toroidal diretion (perpendiular tothe plane shown). Assuming a positive perturbation in eletri potential �, aneletri �eld E = �r� builds up (white arrows). In onjuntion with the mag-neti �eld B, the plasma is rotating around the perturbation by the E�B-drift.Sine a radial gradient in the plasma density rn towards the plasma ore is gen-erally present in the plasma boundary, the E�B-drift is in priniple apable ofnet plasma transport that attens the gradient, provided that the loal plasmarotation ends after approximately one half turn.
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1. Introdution: Essentialsompared to the timesale of the utuations. The mean value of the potential�(t), denoted by h�i, is given byh�i = 1�T Z �T0 �(t) dt ; (1.4)and the utuating part ~� of the potential is~� � �(t)� h�i : (1.5)Let us now onsider the transport that is assoiated with the utuating part ofthe potential. The partile and energy ux, ~� and ~Q, respetively, are given bythe equations [Ross 1989℄ ~� = n~vE (1.6)~Q = 32kBTn~vE ; (1.7)where kB is Boltzmann's onstant. The plasma density and temperature are de-noted by n and T , respetively. Sine the mean value of ~� is zero, the mean ofthe assoiated E�B-veloity h~vEi = h�(r~� � B)=B2i is zero as well. More-over, for stationary density (n � hni) and temperature (T � hT i) there are nonet (i.e. average) partile and energy uxes h~�i and h~Qi assoiated with the po-tential utuations. Non-vanishing average uxes are only possible for the asethat density and temperature have a utuating omponent, whih is orrelatedwith the potential utuations. The orrelation requirements for a net partiletransport an obtained by Fourier transform of n(t) and �(t) [Powers 1974℄,h~�!i / n�(!) sin[�(!)℄n0�0 : (1.8)~�! is the ontribution to the utuation indued ux for a single frequeny om-ponent !. n0 and �0 are the root mean values of the density and the potential, re-spetively. The ohereny n�(!) and the phase �(!) between the density and po-tential utuations at this frequeny are important for the assoiated transport1.Maximum radial transport is obtained for maximum ohereny maxn� (!) = 1 and aphase of �max(!) = �=2 between density and potential utuations. In App. A.1the alulation is shown for linear waves. Similar onditions apply for the max-imum energy transport. However, the situation is more ompliated sine theprodut of three utuating parts yield the energy ux. This issue is disussedin more detail in Ref. [Pfei�er et al. 1998℄.Sometimes, the utuation-indued radial partile transport is desribed as adi�usive proess [Liewer 1985℄,h~�ri = �D? (rhni)r : (1.9)1Cohereny and phase are disussed in more detail in Se. 2.2.10



1.2. Plasma boundary physis

Figure 1.5.: E�et of veloity shear ow on turbulene. A onstant radialeletri �eld Er in a bakground toroidal magneti �eld Bt(a) leads to a radi-ally onstant poloidal E�B-veloity v� (b). A turbulent eddy (shown in thepoloidal-radial plane) is moved along in poloidal diretion with veloity v� ().For a radially varying eletri �eld (d), the radial pro�le of the assoiated poloidalE�B-veloity is sheared in radial diretion (e). Turbulent strutures are deor-related in radial diretion and may break up (f).The anomalous di�usion oeÆient D? is usually a funtion of the radial posi-tion. Note, that the assumption of a di�usive proess for the turbulent ux inEq. (1.9) is only a model onstrution: The transport assoiated with eletrostatiturbulene is atually of onvetive nature.1.2.4. Turbulene suppression by shear owThe e�et of radial eletris �eld on eletrostati transport was reently found toplay a key role for the understanding of improved on�nement modes and anoma-lous transport redution [Biglari et al. 1990; Itoh and Itoh 1996; Burrell 1997;Terry 2000℄. The basi idea is skethed in Fig. 1.5. We onsider a oherent vortexstruture in the poloidal-radial plane, whih is often referred to as a turbulent11



1. Introdution: Essentialseddy, Fig. 1.5(). The extent in the poloidal-radial plane is given by the ohenelength [see Fig. 1.5()℄. Let us assume the presene of a radial eletri �eld withEr(r) / r. Suh a �eld auses a poloidal E�B-veloity ow v�(r) / r whihis sheared in radial diretion as shown in Fig. 1.5(d,e). The turbulent eddy iselongated by the shear ow and eventally torn apart, if the poloidal elongationexeeds the oherene length, f. Fig. 1.5(f). Sine the eletrostati transport isgreatly a�eted by the oherene and phase between the density and potentialutuations, the deorrelation aused by the shear ow an yield a signi�antredution of utuation indued transport [Burrell 1997℄.1.3. Drift wave turbulene theory and simulationIn this setion, the model for drift wave turbulene is desribed. Drift wave tur-bulene an aount for the observed mirosopi utuations and the anomalouspartile and energy transport in the plasma boundary [Horton 1999; Sott 2001℄.1.3.1. Linear drift wavesDrift waves generally our in magnetized plasmas with a pressure gradient per-pendiular to the magneti �eld. Sine this requirement is nearly always met,the drift wave mehanism is often referred to as universal instability. Here, thegeneral mehanism of a linear drift wave is onsidered for a loalized positive po-tential � in the geometry of Fig. 1.4. The drift mehanism is disussed in moredetail, e.g. in the books by Chen [1984℄ and Nishikawa and Wakatani [1999℄Normally, the densities of eletrons ne and ions ni will self-onsistently adjustto the potential � due to Poisson's equationr2� = � e�0 (Zni � ne); (1.10)with �0 being the dieletri onstant and Z denoting the ion harge. In thefollowing, singly harged ions are onsidered, only (Z = 1).Sine the eletron mobility parallel to the magneti �eld is very high withrespet to the slow ion dynamis, the assumptions of a �xed ion bakground(temperature Ti = 0 and parallel veloity ui = 0) and an arbitrarily fast paralleleletron dynamis (eletron mass me ! 0) are generally justi�ed. In this ap-proximation, only the eletron density is perturbed by the potential and followsa loal Boltzmann distributionne = ne0 exp� e�kBTe� ; (1.11)with the unperturbed density ne0 and the eletron temperature Te. For a smallpotential perturbation �1 (with respet to kBTe=e), the density perturbation12



1.3. Drift wave turbulene theory and simulationn1 = ne � ne0 is small and the linearization of Eq. (1.11) reads to ben1ne0 = ne � ne0ne0 = e�1kBTe : (1.12)Eq. (1.12) is referred to in the literature as the adiabati eletron response. Itis assumed, for example, in the renowned drift wave model by Hasegawa andMima [1977℄. Relation (1.12) implies, that the perturbation of the density n1 isin phase with a perturbation in the eletri potential �1. Within the sope of thesimple model presented here, Eq. (1.12) essentially desribes the parallel eletrondynamis.We onsider only perturbations whih are small ompared to typial lengthsales of the spatial and temporal slowly hanging bakground. Sine the plasmais magnetized, the wave numbers of the perturbations perpendiular (k?) andparallel (kk) to the magneti �eld show a strong anisotropy,kk � k? : (1.13)The perpendiular dynamis is haraterized by drifts known from single par-tile and uid desriptions of the plasma, as the E�B-drift, the diamagnetidrift and the polarization drift [Chen 1984; Goldston and Rutherford 1995℄. Thegyro-motion of the partiles in the magneti �eld is negleted. The typial per-pendiular spatial sales under onsideration are given by the drift sale�s = pmiTeeB ; (1.14)whih is the Larmor radius of ions taken at the eletron temperature (Ti = 0was assumed) [Sott 2001℄. Moreover, the onsidered frequenies ! in this driftwave model are small ompared to the gyro-frequenies for ions and eletrons! � 
i � 
e.The perpendiular drifts are derived from the momentum equations of ionsand eletronsmini� ��t + ui � r�ui = +eni (�r� + ui �B) (1.15)0 = �ene (�r� + ve �B)� kBTerne ; (1.16)In these equations the temperature ontribution to the pressure is negleted forthe eletrons and the ion pressure pi = nkBTi is zero sine we assumed Ti =0. The left hand side of Eq. (1.16) is zero, sine eletron inertia is negleted.The perpendiular eletron dynamis is desribed by the sum of E�B- anddiamagneti drift veloities2 v? = vE + vde ; (1.17)2This result is obtained by alulating the ross-produt of Eq. (1.16) with B 13



1. Introdution: Essentialswhereas the perpendiular ion dynamis is desribed by the sum of E�B- andpolarization drift veloities u? = uE + upi : (1.18)The ion diamagneti drift veloity does not ontribute beause pi = 0 and theeletron polarization drift veloity is zero sine me = 0. If the plasma is quasi-neutral, n � ne � ni; (1.19)the ontinuity equations for ions and eletrons�ni�t +r � (ni ui) = 0 (1.20)�ne�t +r � (ne ve) = 0 (1.21)an be ombined and one gets for the total urrent density j = en(ui � ve) theexpression 0 = r � j = r? � j? +rk � jk : (1.22)Eq. (1.22) assoiates the parallel eletron dynamis with the perpendiular iondynamis: The only term ontributing to the perpendiular divergene of thetotal urrent is the ion polarization veloity:r? � j? = ner? � (uE � vE + upi � vde) = ner? � upi: (1.23)This last equation is valid sine the E�B-veloities of ions and eletrons aneland the divergene of the eletron diamagneti drift vanishes [Sott 2001℄. Theparallel dynamis is determined by the eletrons only (f. Eq. 1.12). Hene,Eq. (1.22) desribes the oupling between eletron and ion dynamis.From the ion ontinuity equation [Eq. (1.21)℄ a dispersion relation for the driftwaves an be alulated in Fourier representation when onsidering linear waveswith frequeny ! and wave number k. Then, a time derivative in real spaeorresponds to a multipliation by i! in Fourier spae, and a spatial derivateorresponds to a multipliation by ik. For simpliity let us onsider the E�B-veloity only ui = vE. The radial omponent of vE from Eq. (1.3) is vr =E�=B0 = �ik��=B0. Aordingly, Eq. (1.21) readsi!ni � i k�B0 ddr (ni�) = 0 : (1.24)With the assumption of quasi neutrality (1.19) and adiabati eletron response(1.12), we obtain as the dispersion relation! = k� kBTeene0B0 dn1dr � k�vde ; (1.25)
14



1.3. Drift wave turbulene theory and simulationwith vde being the diamagneti drift veloity for eletrons. Sine the frequeny !is real, the wave is linearly stable (no growth or damping). Aording to Eq. (1.25)linear drift waves propagate with a poloidal phase veloity vp � !=k� equal tothe eletron diamagneti veloity. This veloity is slightly altered when furtherdrifts (i.e. the ion polarization drift) in Eq. (1.25) are onsidered (f. Ref. Sott[2001℄).Due to the anisotropy aused by the magneti �eld, the parallel phase veloityis signi�antly larger [from Eq. (1.13): kk � k� and hene vk = !=kk � vp =!=k�℄. Parallel to the magneti �eld, drift waves propagate with phase veloitiesnear eletron thermal veloity [Nishikawa and Wakatani 1999℄. Note that theinteration between the parallel dynamis of the eletrons (1.12) and the per-pendiular dynamis of the ions (1.18) is the key ingredient to the drift wavedynamis. In ase of adiabati eletron response (1.12), ~� and ~n are always inphase. Hene, no net transport is onneted to the linearly stable drift waves(f. Se. 1.2.3)1.3.2. Instability of drift wavesThe simple drift wave model presented above is easily extended by adding non-adiabati orretions to Eq. (1.12). Non-adiabati terms iÆk give rise to desta-bilization of the drift waves, sine they introdue a phase shift between densityand potential n1ne0 = e�kBTe (1� iÆk) : (1.26)There are a ouple of e�ets that may lead to suh non-adiabati eletron dy-namis along the magneti �eld lines:� Eletron ollisions with ions or neutrals (resistivity),� Kineti e�ets (Landau damping),� Coupling to shear Alfv�en waves,� Partile trapping in magneti wells,� Finite ion radius,� Magneti �eld urvature.It an be shown that drift waves are stabilized in slab geometry by magnetishear [Ross and Mahajan 1978; Tsang et al. 1978; Gudzar et al. 1978℄ and it wasdisussed in the literature whether the ontribution of (linearly unstable) driftwave turbulene to the anomalous transport in the plasma edge an be signi�ant
15



1. Introdution: Essentials

Figure 1.6.: Geometry of the urvature driven ballooning instability. The dia-magneti drift is in opposite diretion for eletrons and ions. A pressure pertur-bation leads to a build-up of harge separation and hene eletri �elds E. Inregions of unfavorable urvature, the E�B-drifts due to the harge separationenhane the initial perturbation.or not3 (see disussion in Ref. [Sott 1990℄). However, even if all modes in themodel system are linearly stable, nonlinear destabilization is possible [Hirshmanand Molvig 1979℄. Nowadays, it is widely approved that a linearly stable systeman be nonlinearly unstable and emerge into a turbulent, nonlinearly saturatedstate [Sott 1990, 1992℄.1.3.3. Interhange instability and resistive ballooning modesThe interhange instability ours in regions of the magneti on�guration inwhih magneti �eld gradient and urvature point in the same diretion as plasmapressure gradient (so-alled `unfavorable urvature'). The geometry for urva-ture driven instabilities is shown in Fig. 1.6, following Rosenbluth and Longmire[1957℄. The diamagneti drifts of ions udi and eletrons vde trigger the insta-bility: Assuming a pressure perturbation as shown in Fig. 1.6, these drifts leadto harge separation and the resulting eletri �eld auses E�B-drifts, whihamplify the initial perturbation. The phase between potential and density is �=2,hene the assoiated plasma transport is maximal (f. Se. 1.2.3). The transporttakes plae as onvetive ells, i.e. by vorties elongated along the magneti �eld.If the gradients of pressure and magneti �eld point in opposite diretions (`favor-able' urvature), an initial perturbation is damped. In toroidal geometry, thesemodes are therefore damped on the high-�eld side (predominantly favorable ur-3In fat, in toroidal geometry with a sheared magneti �eld, drift waves are linearly unstabledue to urvature [Chen and Cheng 1980℄.16



1.3. Drift wave turbulene theory and simulationvature) and grow on the low-�eld side. They are often alled ballooning modes.Resistivity and high plasma-�4 an destabilize these ballooning modes. The bal-loning instability is disussed in more detail in Refs. [Nishikawa and Wakatani1999; Zeiler 1999; Sott 2001℄.The distintion between drift waves and urvature driven modes should belari�ed here, following the disussion in Ref. [Sott 1997b, Se. 4.1℄. The soureof free energy is the pressure gradient for ballooning modes as well as for driftwaves. Curvature an at as a atalyst on drift waves and alter the phase shiftbetween density and potential in a non-adiabati way. However, the mehanismof resistive ballooning modes is di�erent: The destabilization of the ballooningmodes is driven by the relaxation of the pressure gradient in a plasma regionwith unfavorable magneti urvature, whereas drift waves are destabilized by theparallel eletron dynamis.1.3.4. Nonlinear drift wave turbulene simulation: State ofthe artNowadays, modern simulation odes for the plasma edge take either the two uidBraginskii equations or kineti (Vlasov) equations as a starting point [Biskampet al. 2000℄. Sine these equations are too omplex to solve { espeially in omplexmagneti geometries { a set of redued equations is used in numeri simulationodes [Zeiler et al. 1997; Jenko 1998; Jenko and Sott 1999; Sott 2001℄Colletive phenomena desribed by these equations are often referred to asdrift waves. Additionally to instabilities desribed in the previous subsetions (i.e.the pressure gradient-driven drift wave instability and resistive ballooning modesthat appear when urvature is inluded), the ion temperature gradient (ITG,�i) modes an be derived from the model equations as well. Reent numerisimulations investigate nonlinear drift wave turbulene in a three-dimensionalsimulation domain [Biskamp and Zeiler 1995; Drake et al. 1995; Sott 1997b;Jenko and Sott 1998; Xu et al. 2000; Sott 2000℄. Zeiler et al. onlude from theirsimulations, that turbulene in the ore plasma is due to ITG modes, whereas inthe plasma boundary the relevant proess is the nonlinear drift wave instability.In the far edge the transport is dominated by resistive ballooning [Zeiler et al.1998℄. Sine this work fouses on the turbulene in the plasma boundary, thereader is referred to the literature for more information on ITG modes [Horton1999℄.It was pointed out that nonlinear ollisional drift wave turbulene in threedimensions has a signi�antly di�erent behavior ompared to similar studies intwo dimensions [Biskamp and Zeiler 1995℄. This �nding stresses the interest inthe three dimensional struture of the turbulene whih is investigated in this4The plasma � is the ratio of plasma pressure and magneti pressure [Wesson 1997℄ 17



1. Introdution: Essentialsthesis. One result from the three-dimensional numeri drift wave odes should behighlighted here, sine it has a onsiderable e�et on the turbulene propertiesparallel to the magneti �eld: Three-dimensional numerial drift wave turbulenesimulations for the ase of an unsheared magneti �eld show that the radialtransport is dominated by onvetive ells, i.e. toroidally elongated utuationstrutures whih are aligned with the magneti �eld (zero parallel wave number)[Biskamp and Zeiler 1995; Sott 1997a℄. If magneti shear is added in the models,the dominant strutures in the evolving drift wave turbulene are reported to havea �nite parallel wave number [Zeiler et al. 1996; Sott 1997a℄.Compared to the omplexity of the magneti on�guration in real tokamaksand stellarators, the implemented geometry in most simulation odes is fairlysimple. To overome this restrition, omputations with realisti tokamak di-vertor geometries [Xu et al. 2000℄ and stellarator geometry [Kendl 2000℄ are inprogress. First results from simulations by Xu et al. [2000℄ apparently stress theimportane of geometri e�ets, sine poloidal asymmetries in utuation prop-erties were observed. Moreover, a new destabilization mehanism of resistiveballooning modes in X-point geometry was proposed [Myra et al. 2000℄.Many more e�ets whih inuene the turbulene in the SOL are possible[Hidalgo 1995; Endler 1999℄. There are for instane atomi proesses (ioniza-tion, impurity radiation) and the sheath physis in front of the target plates[Stangeby 1986℄ that ould deisively alter turbulene properties. The identi�a-tion of signi�ant ontributions is a neessary step towards a better understandingof plasma edge turbulene. As for now, only few { if any { of these e�ets areinluded in the three-dimensional simulation odes.1.3.5. From simulation to experimentAlthough the main results from the di�erent plasma turbulene odes are similar,it is neessary to identify the most important mehanisms of turbulene whih arerelevant for todays and future magneti on�nement devies. A lose omparisonbetween theoretial and experimental results would be a relevant ontribution forahieving this objetive.One major intention of this work is to provide experimental results that angive insight into the turbulent mehanisms whih are responsible for the anoma-lous transport. Muh experimental work was already done over the past years,and data from utuation diagnostis provided new insights. For the plasmaboundary region, eletrostati probes have proven to be a very useful tool be-ause of the high spatial and temporal resolution.A lot of the experimental researh on anomalous transport was devoted tothe haraterization of the utuations in the most aessible region, the plasmaboundary. The gained knowledge is already rather omprehensive for density andpotential utuations in the radial and poloidal plane [Wootton et al. 1990; Endler18



1.4. Ative ontrol of plasma edge turbuleneet al. 1995; Endler 1999℄. Only few studies exist that over the temperatureutuations [Balbin et al. 1992; Giannone et al. 1994℄, whih an be responsiblefor a signi�ant fration of the anomalous heat transport, onfer Eq. (1.7). OnWendelstein 7-AS the work is in progress in order to improve the database on thisimportant aspet by means of fast swept Langmuir probes [Pfei�er et al. 1998;Shubert 2002℄. Another important topi is the haraterization of the turbulenein the plasma boundary parallel to the magneti �eld. The progress in theory aswell as plasma turbulene odes, namely the implementation of three-dimensionalsimulations, stressed the ruial role of the parallel dynamis within the three-dimensional turbulene in the plasma boundary. The present work fouses on theharaterization of plasma turbulene parallel to the magneti �eld, in order toontribute from the experimental side to the question, what physial mehanismsare relevant to plasma boundary turbulene.At this point it is important to omment on the utuation measurements invarious on�nement devies, whih di�er greatly in size (major radii from 0:33mat Keda Tokamak-5C [Kan et al. 1997℄ to 2:96m at JET [Rebut et al. 1985℄) andmagneti on�guration (stellarators and tokamaks). Generally, the utationsin the plasma boundary of the various magneti on�nement devies for fusionresearh are observed to have similar properties [Liewer 1985; Carreras 1992;Wagner and Stroth 1993℄. The review by Stroth [1998℄ deals spei�ally with thedi�erenes and similarities of transport in stellarators and tokamaks. In partiu-lar, these two on�gurations di�er from the toroidal plasma urrent, aspet ratioand magneti shear. Nonetheless, the edge turbulene phenomena for tokamaksand stellarators are found to be similar and the onlusion was drawn that thedi�erenes between the two on�gurations are probably not fundamental om-ponents for the theoretial understanding of the observed anomalous transport[Stroth 1998℄.1.4. Ative ontrol of plasma edge turbuleneSine the understanding of turbulene in the plasma boundary made signi�antprogress over the past deades, di�erent methods have been invented in orderto modify the turbulene. Heat and partile removal to a material surfae ispartially governed by the perpendiular transport properties in the edge. Thereare two di�erent aspets of the interest in modifying the plasma edge turbuleneand therefore the anomalous transport. On one hand, dereasing the plasma edgeturbulene probably leads to an improvement in edge energy on�nement, andhene in ore plasma heat insulation. On the other hand, the srape-o� layershould provide a sink for impurities and helium ash. Therefore, the outwardpartile transport for these speies should be as high as possible. Sine theparallel heat ux in the srape-o� layer towards the target plates is very large,
19



1. Introdution: Essentialsthe deposition area on the targets should be as large as possible. This an beahieved by a large outward transport in the SOL.The ahievement of both goals, i.e., low outward energy transport just insidethe last losed ux surfae in onjuntion with high partile transport of impuri-ties and helium ash, will be very diÆult if possible at all. Nonetheless, attemptsare made in order to ahieve any improvement in terms of impurity ontrol andore plasma on�nement.Two qualitatively di�erent methods of modifying plasma turbulene in mag-neti on�nement devies by means of eletri �elds are known:1. Edge biasing: The priniple is to bias eletrodes that are inserted into theplasma edge or target plates with a voltage (relative to the vessel or anothereletrode, respetively target plate) in the order of some 10 to some 100Volts. Reviews on the methods of edge biasing are given in Refs. [Boileau1993; Weynants and van Oost 1993℄. Edge biasing hanges the pro�le of theradial eletri �eld in the plasma boundary, as reported by Weynants et al.[1992℄, Lafrane et al. [1997℄ and Riardi et al. [2000℄. This an lead to amodi�ation of the plasma edge turbulene due to shear ow deorrelationas disussed in Se. 1.2.4 and by Terry [2000℄.2. Feedbak ontrol: Basially, a ontrol signal is used as input for a gainand phase-delay network. The output from this network is then used todrive the plasma atively and eventually leads to a modi�ation of theplasma turbulene. It is shown in various non-on�ning plasma deviesthat dominant single and multi-mode instabilities an be modi�ed { andalso damped { by appliation of feedbak shemes [Thomassen 1971; Sen1994; Klinger et al. 2001℄. Reent experiments ombined spatial and tem-poral methods for atively driving and ontrolling drift wave turbulene inlinear devies [Shr�oder et al. 2001℄. However, in the plasma boundary oftokamaks and stellarators the plasma turbulene is fully developed, in thesense that the observed utuation spetra have no mode struture. Thus, afeedbak seme adopted to single unstable modes seems not very promising.Nonetheless, partiallly suessful experiments on the TEXT tokamak arereported [Rihards et al. 1994; Ukan et al. 1995℄, whih utilize two eletriprobes for modifying turbulene in a spatio-temporal feedbak sheme.In the present work, speial attention is devoted to the fat, that ative probingexperiments (either single signals, waves or feedbak) an be viewed as a newdiagnosti tool that an explore plasma boundary turbulene from a di�erentpoint of view.
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1.5. Overview over the work1.5. Overview over the workAs already pointed out above, this thesis is intended to ontribute to the identi-�ation of basi physial mehanisms underlying the plasma turbulene and theplasma transport in the plasma boundary of tokamaks and stellarators. The workis organized as follows: In hapter 3, the experimental methods and the neessarydata analysis tools are presented. Chapter 4 desribes the �ndings from exper-iments onduted on the JET tokamak, where parallel orrelation studies werearried out, whih illuminate the parallel turbulene properties. In hapter 5,experiments in Wendelstein 7-AS and their results are presented. Those exper-iments utilize an ative probe set-up and the extensive equipment of Langmuirprobe arrays for utuation measurement purposes.
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2. Methods and data analysisIn this hapter the methods of measurement and inuening of plasma parametersby means of plasma ontators (Setion 2.1) as well as statistial methods andtheir appliation for the analysis of utuation data (Setions 2.2 and 2.3) aredesribed. For a review on plasma turbulene diagnostis (and to some extentalso data analysis) the reader is referred to the review by Bretz [1997℄.2.1. Plasma ontators and eletrostati probesThe importane of the plasma boundary in tokamaks and stellarators was alreadymentioned in Se. 1.2. A wide �eld of literature exists on plasma sheaths whihform near a plasma ontator. Subsequently, the physis of plasma ontatorsis disussed within the framework of ommon simpli�ations used for plasmaboundary phenomena in tokamaks and stellarators [Stangeby 2000, 1986℄. Fordiagnosti purposes, an important appliation of plasma sheath theory is theinterpretation of data obtained from eletrostati probes, the Langmuir probes.The ease of use of Langmuir probes is opposed to the diÆulty to gain orretvalues of the plasma parameters from suh measurements, espeially in tokamakor stellarator environments: The plasma is fully ionized, the eletrons and ionsare assumed to have similar temperatures and strong magneti �elds apply. Thesimple probe theory disussed in this setion turns out to be appropriate forthe interpretation of utuation measurements of plasma properties and ativeprobing with non-stationary signals. The thesis by Weinlih [1995℄ deals in moredetail with the problems arising in probe theory in strong magneti �elds.2.1.1. Plasma ontators and basi sheath physisAn eletrially insulated plasma ontator (a onduting solid material) in aplasma is onsidered, see Fig. 2.1. Due to higher mobility ompared to ions, anexess of eletrons reahes the surfae of the ontator and leads to a negativeharge of the solid. Thereby, the inux of eletrons is redued and at the sametime the ions in the plasma are attrated by the negative ontator. The rarefa-tion of the eletron density at onstant ion density shields the negative harge ofthe solid material and a potential sheath is formed. This sheath has a thiknessin the order of the Debye length �D = p(�0kBTe)=(n0e2) [Chen 1984, Se. 1.4℄.23



2. Methods and data analysis

Figure 2.1.: Shemati of the variation of (a) eletri potential �, (b) ion owveloity u and () plasma density n near a plasma ontator. (a) The ontatorharges up to the oating potential �f , whih is negative with respet to theplasma potential �p. (b) The ions are aelerated in the eletri �eld of the pre-sheath towards ion sound veloity s at the sheath edge. () The sheath is notquasi-neutral but the ion density ni exeeds the eletron density ne. The densityat the sheath edge nse has approximately half the value of the upstream densityfar from the ontator n0.
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2.1. Plasma ontators and eletrostati probesIt is kinetially sustained by an equivalent ux of ions and eletrons towards theplasma ontator. An eletri potential in the order of ��se � �0:7kBTe=e existsat the juntion between sheath and plasma, f. Fig. 2.1(a). The assoiated ele-tri �eld reahes into the plasma and the ions are aelerated towards the sheathedge. This region is alled pre-sheath. Following Bohm's riterion, the ions musthave a veloity use at the sheath edge of at least the ion sound veloitys =pkB(Te + Ti)=mi; (2.1)f. Fig. 2.1(b) and Chap. 2 of Ref. [Stangeby 2000℄. Due to the equilibriumbetween eletron and ion uxes, the ontator establishes a stable potential, theoating potential �f . The di�erene between oating and plasma potential isgiven by the potential drop � over the sheath [Stangeby 1986℄:� = 12 kBTee ln ��2�memi��1 + TiTe� (1� e)�2� (2.2)Te and Ti are plasma temperatures far from the sheath and e is the seondaryeletron emission oeÆient.2.1.2. Estimation of plasma parameters with a LangmuirprobeLangmuir probes (small plasma ontators with an external iruit [Chen 1965;Matthews 1994℄) are in ommon use to estimate the plasma potential, densityand temperature in the plasma boundary.As outlined above, a oating Langmuir probe measures the potential �f , whihdi�ers from the plasma potential by the potential drop over the sheath,�f = �p + �: (2.3)Assuming a deuterium plasma with Te = Ti and a plasma ontator with noseondary eletron emission e = 0, the potential di�erene between probe andplasma an be alulated from Eq. (2.2) to be � = �2:8 kBTe=e. For measure-ments of plasma potential utuations ~�p, temperature utuations are oftennegleted in Eq. (2.3) and we obtain ~�f = ~�p.If a voltage (bias) is externally applied to the plasma ontator, the uxes ofeletrons and ions towards the plasma ontators balane. For suÆiently strongnegative bias, the eletrons annot reah the ontator surfae. The remainingion urrent towards the plasma ontator is alled ion saturation urrent Ii;sat.For singly harged ions (deuterium plasma) the ion saturation urrent densityji;sat towards the plasma ontator is given by [Stangeby 1986℄ji;sat = 0:5 en0s (2.4)25



2. Methods and data analysisHere, the Bohm-riterion aounts for the ion sound veloity s and the fator 0:5is due to the redued density at the sheath edge ompared to the upstream valueoutside the presheath, f. Fig. 2.1 and Ref. [Stangeby 2000℄. For the ommonassumption, that utuations in temperature (whih a�et the ion sound veloitys) are small, utuations in the ion saturation urrent are equal to utuationsin the plasma density ~Ii;sat / ~n0.When inreasing the bias towards positive voltages, more and more eletronswith suÆiently high kineti energy to ross the potential barrier aount foreletron urrent. Under normal onditions, the eletrons have a Maxwellian ve-loity distribution and the eletron urrent density rises exponentially with thepotential � of the probe [Stangeby 1986℄,je(�) = je;sat exp�e(�� �p)kBTe � ; for � < �p: (2.5)Using Eq. (2.5) the eletron temperature an be estimated from a measurement ofthe urrent-voltage harateristi. In reasonable approximation, the ion urrentonly adds a onstant o�set (the ion saturation urrent) to the harateristi. Fora bias voltage � > �p, the sheath vanishes and the eletron urrent is determinedby the eletron saturation urrent densityje;sat = 14en0e(1� e); (2.6)with the average eletron speede = �8kBTe�me �1=2 (2.7)(eletrons are assumed to have a Maxwellian veloity distribution, f. Ref. Stangeby[2000℄). In magnetized plasmas the value for the eletron saturation regime isfrequently not reahed [Matthews 1994℄ due to e�ets desribed in the next sub-setion.2.1.3. Natural olletion length of a plasma ontatorIn the present ase with strong magneti �elds (ion gyro radius in the order orless than the dimensions of the plasma ontator �i � d) in tokamaks and stel-larators, the sheath theory is ompliated due to the onstrained movement ofharged partiles perpendiular to the magneti �eld lines. Sine the motion par-allel to the magneti �eld is fast, a ux tube1 would be leared from plasma ina very short time, if no perpendiular ux into the ux tube takes plae. Only(anomalous) visosity an aount for drawing a ross-�eld urrent j? = env?1A ux tube onsists of the magneti �eld lines whih have ontat to a plasma ontator26



2.1. Plasma ontators and eletrostati probes

Figure 2.2.: A plasma ontator (grey) with dimension d � d is loated in amagnetized plasma with a strong magneti �eld B perpendiular to the surfaeof the ontator. The perpendiular inux nv? is balaned by the losses parallelto the magneti �eld nvk. The parallel sale of the disturbane by the plasmaontator is given by the natural olletion length L. Note that the disturbane isless strong far away from the plasma ontator. This is indiated by the brighterolors for the arrows denoting the diretion of nv?.
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2. Methods and data analysis[Matthews 1994℄ for a non-rotating plasma olumn2. In a steady state situation,the perpendiular urrent balanes the parallel urrent. However, the perpendi-ular motion of harged partiles in the magneti �eld is hindered and thereforethe perpendiular urrent density is limited. The inux from the unperturbedplasma will take plae along a ertain length of the ux tube parallel to the mag-neti �eld, as shown in Fig. 2.2. In the literature this sale length is referred toas the natural olletion length [Stangeby 1986℄. Generally this sale is di�erentfor eletrons and ions. It is possible to estimate the natural olletion length Lin a simple model from partile balane,vk d2 = v?L 4d : (2.8)Ions that enter the sheath must obey the Bohm-riterion vk = s. The (anoma-lous) perpendiular partile di�usion oeÆient D? determines the perpendiularveloity v? = D?=r = 2D?=d [Stangeby 1986℄. Sine the anomalous transport isdireted radially outwards, the inux on the right-hand side of Eq. (2.8) has tobe replaed by v?L d. We �nally obtainLi � s2 d2D? : (2.9)Considering Langmuir probes in ion saturation olletion, the probe tip diameteris d = 2 mm and for the typial SOL values D? = 1m2=s and s � 5 � 104ms�1(Ti = Te = 20 eV) one obtains Li � 0:1m. The same holds reasonably wellfor the ase of oating potential measurements, but for bias voltages larger thanthe plasma potential, the natural olletion length is determined by the fastereletron veloity aording to Eq. (2.7), i.e. vk = e � 3 �106ms�1 for Te = 20 eV.This leads to an eletron olletion length of Le � 6m. Due to suh a largeolletion length, the parallel eletron ow is likely to be ollisional. This ouldexplain the frequently observed redution of the eletron saturation urrent inmagnetized plasmas [Stangeby 1986℄.2.1.4. Consequenes from the natural olletion length onutuation studies in parallel diretionStangeby [1986, p. 80�℄ notes that the dimension of the probe head itself shouldbe inserted in Eq. (2.9) as dimension d, sine the whole objet ats as a plasmaontator. This would lead to extremely long olletion lengths for the ion ur-rents as well as for the eletron urrents. The dimensions of the probe headare typially 10 times the dimensions of the probe tips, and therefore the olle-tion lengths would be 100 times longer. Sine the measured quantities (~�f and2In priniple, poloidal plasma rotation ould aount for perpendiular inux of plasma intothe ux tube.28



2.2. Statistial data analysis~Isat) are inherently averaged over the olletion length parallel to the magneti�eld, the interpretation of utuation measurements parallel to the magneti �eldould be strongly a�eted. However, it is possible to optimize the probe designfor utuation studies fousing on dynamis parallel to the magneti �eld. Twodi�erent types of Langmuir probes are used:1. Target probes are integrated into the divertor targets. Sine the sheath isdetermined by the large plasma faing materials (like the divertor targetplates), small Langmuir probes do not a�et the sheath.2. Poloidal probe arrays are introdued in the srape-o� layer from the outside.The probe tips are on the radially innermost position. Typial probe headdimensions are in the order of a few m and hene the head ats as a limiter.However, sine the perpendiular veloity in the partile balane [Eq. (2.8)℄is due to the anomalous transport whih is direted radially outwards, theplasma at the probe tips is not disturbed by the probe head. The relevantnatural olletion length for the tips of a poloidal probe array is indeedgiven by the tip dimensions only.In onlusion, Langmuir probes in strong magneti �elds yield a good spatialresolution for ion saturation and oating potential measurements in parallel di-retion. The eletron saturation urrent has very elongated olletion volumesparallel to the magneti �eld and should not be used for utuation studies in par-allel diretion. Conversely, for ative probing, and hene the reation of non-loalperturbations of the plasma, the eletron-saturation branh is most important.2.2. Statistial data analysisIn general, the observations made on a turbulent system yield multiple time seriesof utuating quantities. These time series an be analyzed by means of statis-tial data analysis. This standard approah is appropriate, sine the statistialproperties of a turbulent signal are usually reproduible, whereas the detailedproperties do not seem to be preditable [Frish 1995℄. In a probabilisti de-sription of turbulene, the time series are generated by a stohasti proess. Asingle time series is just one realization of an in�nite set of time series, whihare possible for the generating proess. The in�nite set of time series that mighthave been observed is the so-alled ensemble. In this work ergodiity is assumedfor the proess, whih means that the ensemble average over di�erent realizationsis equivalent to a time average over a single time series [Chat�eld 1996℄. In thefollowing, the basi data analysis methods used in this thesis are desribed. In-trodutionary texts on data analysis of time series are e.g. the books by Chat�eld[1996℄ and P�eseli [2000℄. For information on the disrete implementation of thefuntions introdued in this setion, f. Ref. [Press et al. 1992℄. 29



2. Methods and data analysis2.2.1. Fourier spae analysis: Spetrum and CoherenyIt is often useful to look at the spetra of time series in order to identify periodisignals in the data. The Fourier transform and its inverse are given by theequations X(f) = Z x(t) � exp(�i 2� ft) dt (2.10)and x(t) = Z X(f) � exp(i 2� ft) df: (2.11)The auto-power spetrum of a time series x(t) is given by the produt of theFourier transform X(f) with its omplex-onjugate X�(f),Pxx(f) = hX�(f) �X(f)i: (2.12)The auto-power spetrum Pxx is also known as power density spetrum. Thebrakets h: : : i denote an ensemble average over a number of realizations. Fora single realization, the standard deviation of Pxx(f) is 100% at eah frequeny[Press et al. 1992, hapter 13.4℄). In the present ase of disrete (sampled) dataand with the assumption of an ergodi proess, the ensemble average is equiva-lent to a summation over M neighboring frequenies. Usually, this averaging isimplemented by a `binning' of the time series in bloks of M data points. Theaverage value of eah blok is then used for the further analysis. Both methods,summation over neighboring frequenies and time series `binning', redue thestandard deviation of the disrete spetrum to (100=pM)% [Press et al. 1992,hapter 13.4℄. Spetra from time series with a sampling rate �T have a limitfrequeny, the so-alled Nyquist frequeny fNy = 2=�T [Chat�eld 1996℄.When onsidering two time series x(t) and y(t), the ross-power spetrum Pxyis de�ned analogously to the auto-power spetrumPxy(f) = hX�(f) � Y (f)i: (2.13)Sine Pxy is a omplex funtion, it is ommon to write amplitude jPxyj and phase�xy with Pxy(f) = jPxy(f)j � exp(i�xy(f)) (2.14)separately. The ross-ohereny spetrum an be derived from the ross-powerspetrum. It is de�ned as xy(f) = jPxy(f)jpPxx(f)Pyy(f) : (2.15)The amplitude of the ohereny is restrited to the range 0 � xy(f) � 1 and itmeasures the linear orrelation between the spetral omponents of the two timeseries x(t) and y(t).30



2.2. Statistial data analysis
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Figure 2.3.: Semi-logarithmi plot of the ross-ohereny spetrum alulatedfrom two oating potential signals of two poloidally separated probe tips versusthe frequeny. The ensemble average is M = 2 (+) and M = 25 (straight line).The strong asymmetry of the ohereny for M = 2 towards higher oherenyespeially for frequenies greater 100 kHz an be explained with the fat that theFourier omponents of the neighboring frequenies have random phases. Hene,the ensemble average does not only derease the amplitude of stohasti noisebut also the mean value [Endler 1994℄. Data from W7-AS disharge #50232Note here, that the average over neighboring frequenies is neessary for ob-taining an estimate of the ohereny with a suÆient statistial signi�ane. Letus onsider the ase of a sampling frequeny fs = 2:5MHz and a time series of100ms orresponding to a data blok of 25000 points. When averaging over twoneighboring frequenies, M = 2, the ohereny analysis would yield 6250 frequen-ies with a frequeny resolution of �f = 200Hz (Fig. 2.3). The frequeny rangewould start at 0Hz and end at the Nyquist frequeny fNy = 0:5 � fs = 1:25MHz.However, the standard deviation for eah frequeny is (100=pM)% � 70%. Foran averaging over M = 25 neighboring frequenies, the standard deviation is re-dued to 20%, but the frequeny resolution is now �f = 2500Hz. In this thesisan averaging over M = 25 neighboring frequenies is usually hosen.
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2. Methods and data analysis2.2.2. Real spae analysis: Correlation funtionOne of the most important tools for the desription of utuating parameters isthe ross-orrelation funtionK(~x; ~y; �) = h~x(t) � ~y(t+ �)i ; (2.16)where ~x(t) and ~y(t) are zero-mean utuation time series. This funtion providesinformation about the amplitude orrelation between the two input time seriesfor a time lag � . A normalization to the auto-orrelation funtions K(~x; ~x; �) andK(~y; ~y; �) for � = 0 leads to the normalized ross-orrelation funtionC(�) = K(~x; ~y; �)pK(~x; ~x; 0) �K(~y; ~y; 0) 2 [�1; 1℄ : (2.17)Eq. (2.17) is referred to as ross-orrelation funtion in this thesis.For the orret normalization of the ross-orrelation funtion, zero-mean datais required and an appropriate pre-proessing prior to orrelation analysis is ne-essary. A moving average is subtrated from the original data. The length of theaveraging window is 1ms. This �lter also redues the inuene of perturbationsand oherent osillations below 1 kHz.2.2.3. Two-dimensional orrelation funtionMulti-pin poloidal probe arrays have already been used for utuation diagnos-tis. Important features of utuations { like life time, poloidal sale length andpoloidal group veloity { an be derived from raw data. In Fig. 2.4 a typialtwo-dimensional orrelation funtion C(�; �) is shown. The orrelation funtionof the signals from the di�erent probe tips with respet to one referene probe isgrey sale oded, the vertial axis is the poloidal diretion � and the horizontalaxis denotes the time lag � . The referene probe is arbitrarily hosen, but forsymmetry reason a entral probe is preferred. A remarkable (and generally ob-served) feature of the diagram is the inlination of the ontours. This inlinationis assoiated with a non-zero group veloity of utuations in poloidal dire-tion. A quantitative evaluation is possible by applying a least-square �t to thetwo-dimensional ross-orrelation data. Following Bleuel [1998℄ an appropriate�t-funtion for W7-AS data isC(�; �) = Aosh(�=�L) � exp"��� � vg � �l� �2 #+O�set; (2.18)with �t parameters vg (poloidal group veloity), �L (life time of the utuations)and l� (poloidal sale length, respetively orrelation length).32



2.2. Statistial data analysis

Figure 2.4.: Contour plot of a two-dimensional ross-orrelation funtion. Theamplitude of the ross-orrelation is grey sale oded. Simultaneously sampledsignals (hannels) from a set of poloidal probe tips (left) are used to alulatethe ross-orrelation funtion with respet to one (arbitrary) referene hannel(indiated by the horizontal blak line). A �t of Eq. (2.18) to the data is plottedin white lines. The results of this �t is a poloidal group veloity vg � 880ms�1and a poloidal sale length l� � 1:2 m and a life time �L � 7�s. (Data fromW7-AS disharge #50232.)
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2. Methods and data analysisThe assessment of utuation life time and sale length by orrelation analysisare not absolute, but only relative measures.3 Note, that the life time of utu-ation events estimated from the width of the auto-orrelation funtion is usuallytoo small ompared to the life time estimated by the above method. This is dueto the non-zero group veloity of the utuations [Endler 1994, p. 48�℄.2.2.4. Loal wave number and wave number averageConsider two time series obtained from a synhronous measurement of two probesseparated by a distane �x. Following the de�nition by Smith and Powers [1973℄,the loal wave number k(f) for a frequeny f an be alulated from the phase-shift ��12(f) between the two signals ask(f) = ��12(f)�x : (2.19)If several probe tips are available (e.g. a poloidal probe array), a better way todetermine the loal wave number is to �t the phases of the signals from severalprobe tips. This method is desribed in more detail in Se. 2.2.5.Sine the loal wave number is a funtion of frequeny, it an be helpful tode�ne an average (loal) wave number. It is useful to statistially weight thespetral ontribution k(f) of the wave number with the orresponding omponentof the ross-power spetrum P12(f) [Beall et al. 1982℄,k = R k(f) � jP12j(f) dfR jP12j(f) df : (2.20)For suÆiently small probe tip separation (i.e. high ohereny between the twotime series), the loal wave number average is a good approximation for theonventional mean wave number obtained from spatial Fourier transform [Carlson1991℄.2.2.5. The lok-in tehniqueIn this subsetion, a di�erent approah to utuation data is desribed. It ispartiularly useful for analyzing atively driven probe signals, but an also givevaluable insight into any other utuation data with high spatial and temporalresolution. The analysis is based on a single frequeny referene in the oherenyand phase spetra, and is therefore omparable with the oneptual idea of alok-in ampli�er [Horowitz and Hill 1990℄.3It was pointed out in Ref. [Grulke et al. 2001℄, that the life time estimated by orrelationanalysis is systematially too large.
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2.3. Two point measurementsConsider a poloidal probe array with a onstant probe tip distane �d =2:5mm, whih is in use on the Wendelstein 7-AS (Fig. 2.5). The ohereny andphase evolution between the signals from an arbitrarily hosen referene probe tipand all other probe tips are shown in Fig. 2.5 for a hosen frequeny omponentf0 = 60 kHz. Suh a representation reveals important features of the utuationdata: First of all, the poloidal sale length of the utuations an be estimatedfrom the width of the ohereny urve. The loal slope of the phase evolution isequivalent to the loal poloidal wave number k�(f0). Sine the phase is arbitraryfor vanishing ohereny, the slope of the phase is trustworthy only at poloidalpositions with suÆiently high ohereny. For the pratial �t proedure, theamplitude of the ohereny for the di�erent poloidal positions is used as statistialweight. The �t to the data in Fig. 2.5 and also the loal poloidal wave numberk�(f0), were obtained in that way.It is possible to alulate the poloidal phase veloity from the wave number,vp(f0) = 2� f0=k�(f0). A rising or falling slope indiates the propagation dire-tion4. A steeper slope of the phase orresponds to a lower phase veloity.It is important to keep in mind that all features disussed above are validonly for the partiular frequeny f0. A good example for dispersion e�ets isgiven by the observation, that the estimate of the group veloity of the samedata (ompare Fig. 2.4) gives a signi�antly lower value (vg � 880ms�1) thanthe phase veloity at 60 kHz [vp(f0) = 3700ms�1℄.2.3. Two point measurementsThe haraterization of spatial properties of the turbulene is of fundamentalinterest for the understanding of the anomalous transport in the plasma boundary,as already pointed out in Se. 1.2.2. The radial and poloidal properties of plasmaedge turbulene (spatio-temporal utuations in density, plasma potential andtemperature) an be dedued to a high auray frommeasurements with poloidaland radial Langmuir probe arrays. The typial sale lengths in the diretionperpendiular to the magneti �eld (i.e. poloidal and radial) diretion are of theorder of mm to a few m. Due to the anisotropy introdued by the magneti�eld, the sale lengths in parallel diretion (toroidal) are muh larger, i.e. in theorder of some meters.Generally speaking, the distane between measurement volumes should beadapted to the expeted sale lengths. In the ase of Langmuir probes, theminimal useful toroidal distane is given by the natural olletion length (seeSe. 2.1.3). The distane along a magneti �eld line onneting the measuring4In all analyzed W7-AS data, the propagation diretion was in agreement with the diretionof the E�B-veloity. For di�erent radial positions of the probe head, the E�B-veloityshear region ould be identi�ed. 35



2. Methods and data analysis

Figure 2.5.: Top: sketh of a poloidal probe array with equidistant tip sepa-ration of 2:5mm. Bottom: The ohereny (solid line) and phases (loks) areplotted versus the poloidal diretion for frequeny f0 = 60 kHz. The refereneprobe for the analysis (poloidal position 0) is indiated by a grey box. Fromthe ohereny, a poloidal sale length d = 2 m an be dedued (full width athalf maximum). The gradient of the phase versus poloidal diretion yields aphase veloity of vp = 3700ms�1 (dashed line=�t). Data from W7-AS disharge#50232.
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2.3. Two point measurementspositions is referred to as onnetion length.2.3.1. Measurement along a magneti �eld lineFlutuating plasma parameters suh as density, plasma potential and tempera-ture are measured at two spatial points along a single magneti �eld line. Thedata from these two hannels are synhronously sampled by a fast analog-to-digital onverter (typial sampling rate greater 250 kHz). Beause of their highspatial and temporal signal resolution, mostly Langmuir probe arrays have beenused. The probe tips measure the ion saturation urrent Isat or oating potential�f , depending on the external eletri iruit.The adjustment of the two probe arrays has to be hosen very arefully, basedon magneti �eld line alulations to assure the proper alignment along one �eldline. In order to have the highest possible orrelation, two probes must be alignedwithin a small tolerable error, whih is determined by the sale lengths of theturbulene. Experimentally, this is a diÆult task, beause a magneti �eld linethat starts on one �xed probe has to be found by another probe in the poloidal-radial plane at a ertain toroidal distane. The radial diretion an be `sanned'by the movement of one reiproating probe, and the poloidal displaement of themagneti �eld line an be modi�ed by small systemati hanges in the magneti�eld on�guration.2.3.2. Signals from one �xed and one moving probeIn the ase that one input signal is olleted by a probe at a �xed position andthe other signal is from a reiproating probe (e.g. performing a radial san), itis useful to subdivide the data in suÆiently small bloks, suh that eah datablok from the moving probe orresponds in a good approximation to a onstantprobe position z. The seleted bloks should still be suÆiently long to providegood statistis in the frequeny region of interest. The ross-orrelation funtionC(z; �) an be alulated for eah data blok. A typial outome for C(z; �) isshown in Fig. 2.6 as a ontour plot. The horizontal axis is the time lag � , thevertial axis represents the blok number, respetively, the probe position z.The interpretation of the results from suh a measurement with one sanningprobe and one �xed probe has to be done quite arefully. In partiular, thesame analysis as disussed in Se. 2.2.3 for the interpretation of C(p; �), e.g. theestimation of a group veloity from a �t funtion, is valid only with additionalassumptions made:� The plasma onditions must be stationary during the movement of thesanning probe.
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2. Methods and data analysis

Figure 2.6.: The ross-orrelation funtion C(z; �) of a signal ~x(t) reordedfrom a moving probe and a signal ~y(t) from a �xed probe. On the left handside a poloidal plane on JET tokamak is skethed. The ux surfaes (grey) andthe projetion of the onneting �eld line (blak) between one �xed probe (�,bottom) and a reiproating probe (#, top) are shown. On the right hand sidea two-dimensional ross-orrelation funtion is alulated (�) from ~x(t) and ~y(t)by subdividing the signals into 9 bloks (indiated by the white horizontal lines).The amplitude of the ross-orrelation is grey-sale oded. Due to the movementof the top probe in z-diretion, eah blok represents the ross-orrelation funtionfor another z. (Data from JET disharge #46796.)
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2.3. Two point measurements� The radial group veloity an be signi�antly modi�ed by a poloidal shearveloity [Bleuel 1998, setion II.2.3℄.In this work, C(z; �) is used for the identi�ation of the maximal parallel orre-lation between a �xed and a reiproating probe, only.2.3.3. Two point sale length estimationA rough estimate of the sale length is possible for data from two spatially sepa-rated measurement points: Let x be the distane between these two points andCmax(x) = max� [C(x; �)℄ the maximum of the ross-orrelation. Sine the spatialresolution is poor, an assumption about the shape of the orrelation along x hasto be made in order to desribe the sale length mathematially. One approx-imation an be a Gaussian (for a poloidal length sale estimate, this should bea good approah, at least for small poloidal bakground veloities, ompare Eq.(2.18)): Cmax(x) / exp��x2l2x � : (2.21)In this equation, lx is a measure for the sale length (orrelation length) forutuations along x.2.3.4. Parallel wave numberThe parallel wave number kk is an important quantity for the study of the par-allel dynamis of utuations. The parallel wave number relates the propagationdiretion of a wave front with the referene diretion of the magneti �eld lines.If the utuations do not propagate in diretion parallel to the magneti �eldonly, then the parallel wave number has a non-zero value.Up to now only two-point measurements were onduted for the study of kk intokamaks and stellarators. The diÆulties in using an improved set-up with morethan two probes aligned along a single �eld line arise from the large sale lengthof the utuations in parallel diretion. Due to the small parallel wave number(large sale length), the distane between the sampling points has to be large.However, the alignment of the probes in the ompliated geometry of tokamaksand stellarators is deliate already for two toroidally separated probes only.Following the method by Ritz et al. [Ritz et al. 1988℄, the average parallel wavenumber kk an be estimated from the deviation d? between a line onnetingtwo toroidally separated probes and the magneti �eld line (see Fig. 2.7). Fora vanishing time lag of the ross-orrelation between the signals from the twoprobes, the probes are aligned along the wave front. For this situation, the
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2. Methods and data analysis

Figure 2.7.: Geometry for the estimation of the parallel wave number kk fromthe onnetion length L, perpendiular wave number k? and distane d?. Thepoints X0 and X1 are loated on the same magneti �eld line, X2 is on the samewave front passing X0 and has a perpendiular distane d? from X1. Experi-mentally, the wave front an be identi�ed in parallel diretion from the ross-orrelation funtion between the signal from probe 0 at X0 and a probe 1 atdistane L sanning the perpendiular diretion. When probe 1 is aligned (atX2) along the wave front with X0 , the maximum of the ross-orrelation will befound at zero time lag � = 0.average parallel wave number is given bykjj = d? � k?L ; (2.22)with k? the average perpendiular wave number (2.20).
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3. Three-dimensional struture ofutuations in the plasma boundaryExperimentally, the plasma turbulene in the boundary of tokamaks and stel-larators is found to be of quasi two-dimensional nature: The orrelation lengths(and therefore the sale lengths of the turbulene) in the plane perpendiular tothe magneti �eld B are of the order of mm|m, but parallel to the magneti�eld, the measured orrelation lengths are of the order of several meters.Three-dimensional numerial drift wave turbulene simulations for the aseof an unsheared magneti �eld show that the radial transport is dominated byonvetive ells, i.e. toroidally elongated eddy-like utuation strutures with aparallel wave number kjj = 0 [Biskamp and Zeiler 1995; Sott 1997a℄. If magnetishear is inluded in the model, the dominant strutures in the evolving drift waveturbulene tend to have a �nite parallel wave number [Zeiler et al. 1996; Sott1997a℄.Most of the parallel orrelation measurements performed so far (see Se. 3.1)are not suitable to hek this predition, beause the realized onnetion lengthsare presumably too short. One question to be addressed in this hapter is thedistintion between� two-dimensional dynamis with onvetive ells as dominant strutures� three-dimensional dynamis with toroidally strutures of �nite extend.This hapter is organized as follows: In Setion 3.1 an overview about thestatus of researh for orrelation measurements in parallel diretion is given. Theset-up for the measurements done in the JET tokamak is introdued in Setion3.2. The results from the experiments follow in Setions 3.3 and 3.4. In Setion3.5 the inuene of perturbations on the parallel orrelation measurements isinvestigated by means of a simple model approah. The results are disussed inSetion 3.6.
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3. Three-dimensional struture of utuations in the plasma boundary3.1. Motivation for the parallel orrelationmeasurements on JET tokamak3.1.1. Status of researhVarious experiments in di�erent tokamaks and stellarators were devoted to paral-lel orrelation measurements of utuating plasma parameters. High orrelationsin the diretion parallel to the magneti �eld are found for ion saturation urrentsand oating potential with onnetion lengths varying from 1|12m.On the TEXT tokamak, high oherenies up to 100% were reported for onne-tion lengths of 1:2m and a parallel wave number of kk = 1:5 � 1m�1 [Ritz et al.1988℄. In subsequent experiments on TEXT Upgrade, arried out by Winslowet al. [1997℄ and Bengtson et al. [1998℄, a ohereny of about 60% was found forprobe pairs separated 12m. No signi�ant ohereny was found for a distaneof 28m, probably due to interferene of limiters. The parallel wave number wasreported to be kk = 0:1 � 0:04m�1.Rudyj et al. [1989,1990℄ found maximum orrelations of 80% and zero parallelwave number at a onnetion length of about 10m in probe orrelation measure-ments of ion saturation urrent utuations in the srape-o� layer on the ASDEXtokamak.Correlation measurements on Wendelstein 7-AS stellarator were performed byBleuel et al. [1996℄. At a onnetion length of 6 m a maximal orrelation of92% was reported for ion saturation urrent and oating potential utuations[Bleuel et al. 1996℄. The same high orrelations were found 2 m inside the lastlosed ux surfae [Bleuel 1998℄. Other experiments establishing a onnetioninside the LCFS along a distane of 32m show a redued orrelation of about40% for ion saturation urrent and oating potential [Bleuel et al. 1997; Bleuel1998℄. In order to ahieve a long onnetion length of 32m in the relatively smallWendelstein 7-AS devie, it was neessary to perform the measurements insidethe last losed ux surfae. The onneting �eld line irulated 2 1/2 toroidalturns passing from the outboard side via the inboard side bak to the outboardside. The parallel wave number was reported to be kk = 0:01m�1 [Bleuel et al.1997℄.A lear explanation for the observed lower orrelation parallel to the magneti�eld at a very large onnetion length ould not be given, sine there are a oupleof e�ets involved:� The redued orrelation for very long onnetion lengths ould be an inher-ent feature of plasma boundary turbulene.� Sine the turbulene is sometimes strongly a�eted by urvature ould bea�eted by urvature, the passage of the onneting magneti �eld line42



3.1. Motivation for the parallel orrelation measurements on JET tokamakvia the inboard side with predominantly favorable magneti urvature onWendelstein 7-AS ould a�et the turbulene and thus the ohereny.� The turbulent dynamis inside the last losed magneti ux surfae is basedon di�erent boundary onditions. Several properties of the plasma turbu-lene in the on�nement zone are atually found to be di�erent from thosein the SOL [Zoletnik et al. 1999℄. Therefore, the fat that the onnetingmagneti �eld line is embedded in the on�nement zone ould be a reasonfor the observations.3.1.2. Heuristi modelsSubsequently, four heuristi models of the parallel properties of utuations inthe plasma boundary are presented. Furthermore, their diret impat on two-point measurements is disussed. A ommon assumption for all four modelsis a onstant poloidal veloity v� of the utuations. This is justi�ed by theexperimental observation, that utuation strutures propagate with the E�B-veloity of bakground plasma Endler [1999℄.Firstly, �laments (utuation strutures elongated in toroidal diretion) areonsidered. An inlination of these �laments with respet to the magneti �eld(whih always de�nes the parallel diretion) and hene a parallel wave numberkk 6= 0 an be expeted. Filaments with a zero parallel wave number orrespondto the theoretially motivated piture of onvetive ells, whih are expetedfor resistive ballooning modes in regions of unfavorable urvature (Se. 1.3.3).Convetive ells are also found to play an important role in numerial simulationsof drift wave turbulene simulations, f. Se. 1.3.4. Experimentally, the diretionof the �laments is determined by the maximum orrelation between two probes,whih is not neessarily the diretion of the magneti �eld line. The X-diretionindiated in Fig. 3.1 is given by the alignment of the two probes used for the two-point measurement. The simplest ase of a onstant pith of the �laments parallelto the X-diretion is shown in Fig. 3.1(a). A two point measurement yields aross-orrelation funtion similar to the signal's auto-orrelation funtion. Themaximum ross-orrelation would be observed for zero time lag �s = 0.A slight extension of this heuristi model assumes an equi-distributed spetrumof parallel wave numbers kk and hene a spetrum of inlinations of the �laments[Fig. 3.1(b)℄. This would also result in a ross-orrelation funtion with themaximum at zero time lag. Relative to the auto-orrelation the width of theross-orrelation funtion is signi�antly broadened.A di�erent onept is shown in Fig. 3.1(), where utuation events preferablyour at a ertain region along theX-diretion. This region ould be, for example,the zone of unfavorable magneti urvature. A non-zero time lag of the ross-orrelation maximum is the result and the width of the ross-orrelation funtion43



3. Three-dimensional struture of utuations in the plasma boundary

Figure 3.1.: Heuristi models for the properties of utuations in parallel di-retion. The left olumn shows four di�erent model assumptions and the rightolumn the ross-orrelation (solid line) and the auto-orrelation (dashed line)funtions, whih would be obtained from two-point measurements for the respe-tive models. The parallel oordinate (as de�ned by the magneti �eld B) is thehorizontal axis, the vertial axis denotes the perpendiular diretion. The twoprobes used for the two-point measurement are aligned in X-diretion. v� and vXdenote propagation veloities in poloidal diretion and in X-diretion. See maintext for details of the models.44



3.2. Set-up on JET tokamakis again omparable with the width of the auto-orrelation funtion.A natural extension of this heuristi model would be to assume the preseneof several utuation events distributed along the X-diretion. They propagatewith the veloities v� in poloidal diretion and vX in parallel diretion (withvX � v�). This is illustrated in Fig. 3.1(d). From the ross-orrelation funtion,it is not possible to distinguish this ase from the ase of extended �laments withan equi-distributed spetrum of inlination angles [Fig. 3.1(b)℄.3.1.3. Open questionsThe main questions raised in the two previous subsetions an be summarizedthe following way:� What e�et auses in W7-AS the observed redution of the parallel orrela-tion for a onnetion length of 32m in omparison to the high orrelationsobserved for onnetion length 6m?� Is the parallel wave number of the utuations non-zero, or are the utu-ations just aligned to the magneti �eld?� Whih of the above desribed heuristi models for the utuations is losestto reality?3.2. Set-up on JET tokamakFor the parallel orrelation measurements on JET, two Langmuir probe systemswere available (Fig. 3.2). One system onsists of four probe tips on the outerand four on the inner vertial target plates of the Mark II Gas Box divertor[Matthews et al. 1996; Bertolini et al. 1997℄. In the following, these probe tipsare referred to as outer and inner divertor probes. The seond system is a nine-pinreiproating probe head installed at the top of the devie [Davies et al. 1996℄.Only three probe tips (operating in ion saturation olletion) from the nine-pinhead produed reliable signals. The data from the other six tips was not used forthe analysis. Sine the divertor probes were operated in ion saturation olletionas well, only ion saturation data is used for the analysis. By usage of a �eld linetraing ode, possible onnetions between these probe tips an be alulated inrealisti �eld geometry (based on the magneti equilibrium reonstrution by theEFIT ode1 [O'Brian et al. 1992℄). The safety fator at 95% of the magneti uxsurfaes (q95) is a good measure for the hanges in the magneti on�guration1EFIT= Equilibrium FITting is a omputer ode that translates measurements from mag-neti diagnostis into plasma geometry and urrent pro�les by solving the Grad-Shafranovequation. 45



3. Three-dimensional struture of utuations in the plasma boundary

Figure 3.2.: Sketh of a poloidal view into the JET tokamak with the magnetiux surfaes. The on�nement region is indiated as a grey shade. The outboardside (low B-�eld side) is on the right, the inboard side (high B-�eld side) on theleft. (1) magneti �eld line onneting the outer divertor target probes (2, right)with the reiproating probe system (3). Poloidal displaement (4) of a magneti�eld line (bold blak) due to hanges in the safety fator. By adjusting themagneti on�guration in onjuntion with the radial san during a reiproationof the probe head, the onneting �eld line an be found in the white rhombialarea. The inset �gure shows the top view on JET tokamak. The 23m onnetion(solid line between tip 2a and reiproating probe 3) and the 66 m onnetion(dashed and solid line between tips 2a and 2b) are plotted. The 0:75m onnetionis established between tips 2a and 2.46



3.2. Set-up on JET tokamak

Figure 3.3.: Density, eletron temperature and oating potential versus theradial position of the reiproating probe. The quantities are alulated from theLangmuir probe harateristis olleted by a swept probe tip (sweep frequeny10 kHz) on the reiproating probe head. The grey area denotes the positionwhere the parallel orrelation for the 23m onnetion length was found. Theradial sale is in midplane m and 0 denotes the EFIT-alulated position of theseparatrix.near the separatrix (see below). Three onnetion lengths are possible in theaessible safety-fator region (in-set Fig. 3.2):� outer divertor probe - outer divertor probe : 0:75m (q95 = 2:7)� outer divertor probe - reiproating system : 23m (q95 = 2:6)� inner divertor probe - outer divertor : 66m (q95 = 2:6)Experimentally, these onnetions an be ahieved for slightly di�erent plasmaurrents Ipla = (2:4�0:1) MA at a onstant toroidal magneti �eld Bva = 2:0 T.All measurements were performed in purely ohmi disharges and with the samemagneti on�guration (exept for the small variations in the plasma urrent).For a basi haraterization of the JET plasma boundary, a radial san ofdensity, eletron temperature and oating potential is plotted in Fig. 3.3. Thedata is alulated from Langmuir probe harateristis of a swept tip on the
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3. Three-dimensional struture of utuations in the plasma boundaryreiproating probe head.In Se. 3.3, the experimental results of the 23m onnetion between outervertial target probe and reiproating probe are desribed in some more detail.In Se. 3.4 the results of the 75 m and 66m onnetions are presented.3.3. Parallel orrelation study on JET tokamak:The outboard onnetion (23m)From the results of the previous experiments on Wendelstein 7-AS by Bleuel[1998℄ (f. Se. 3.1) it was not lear whether the observed redution of parallelorrelation was aused by the long onnetion length itself, by the passage throughthe region of favorable urvature, or whether it is spei� for long onnetionlengths in the on�nement region.Sine the questions raised are { predominantly { aused by the limited sizeof the W7-AS, during this work experiments were onduted in the muh largerJET tokamak. In JET, the world's largest tokamak, a long onnetion length of23m in the srape-o� layer an be ahieved, whih is ompletely embedded inthe region of unfavorable magneti urvature.3.3.1. Results from �eld line traing alulationsFor di�erent magneti on�gurations, a �eld line starting at the outer divertorprobe is traed along the torus outside up to the position of the reiproatingprobe. The distane between these two probe positions along the �eld line is ap-proximately 23m. A typial result of the �eld line alulations is shown in �gure3.4. The �eld line traing ode (ORBITB) has as the �xed stop ondition, thatthe radial oordinate of the �eld line is equal to the reiproating probe positionRprobe within a ertain box in toroidal and vertial diretion around the probeposition. The atual poloidal displaement d? between the alulated �eld lineand the top probe is estimated from the poloidal and toroidal omponent of themagneti �eld at the probe position (Bpol and Btor), the radial oordinate Rprobeand the di�erene �tor between the alulated end position (toroidal omponent)and the toroidal position of the reiproating probe:d? = �tor � BpolBtor �Rprobe: (3.1)The magneti on�guration is alulated from magneti measurements by meansof the EFIT-ode. The alulated poloidal displaement for several JET-dishargeswith di�erent safety fators q95 is plotted in Fig. 3.5.A variation of 0:01 in q95 leads to a poloidal displaement of the �eld line of0:8 m at the reiproating probe (onnetion length 23m). The disrepany be-48



3.3. Parallel orrelation study on JET tokamak: The outboard onnetion (23m)

Figure 3.4.: Result from �eld line traing for the 23m onnetion length forthe (experimentally determined) magneti on�guration with the maximal par-allel orrelation value. The atual alulated positions from the ORBIT traingprogram are the blak squares, the onneting line is a sketh to help the eye.The 75 m onnetion is plotted as dashed line. Data from ORBITB using EFITdata from JET disharge #47738, 60:89 s)
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3. Three-dimensional struture of utuations in the plasma boundary

Figure 3.5.: Poloidal displaement at the reiproating probe system versussafety fator q95 for a �eld line starting at an outer divertor probe (23m onnetionlength). The squares are the results from EFIT alulation and �eld line traing,the solid line is a linear �t. A variation of 0:01 in q95 leads to a poloidal shift ofthe �eld line of about 0:8 m at the reiproating probe.tween the points representing the EFIT-alulations for di�erent disharges andthe �tted line is probably aused by numerial unertainties due a variation ofother parameters of the magneti on�guration, namely the vertial plasma posi-tion. The vertial instability { whih is spei� for a tokamak with an elongatedshape { is most likely to be responsible for suh a deviation. It's inuene on theparallel orrelation measurements will be disussed separately in Se. 3.5. Thepoloidal displaement d? is espeially important for the estimation of the parallelwave number. This analysis is presented in Se. 3.3.5.3.3.2. Connetion on the outboard sideFor the omparison with the results from Bleuel [1998℄ and to �nd the answersto the questions raised in Se. 3.1, the outboard 23m onnetion between one�xed outer divertor probe and the reiproating probe is most revealing. Thisonnetion length is ompletely embedded in the region of unfavorable urvature
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3.3. Parallel orrelation study on JET tokamak: The outboard onnetion (23m)

Figure 3.6.: Maximum orrelation of radial sans versus the safety fator q95 fora desired onnetion length of 23m. The atual magneti onnetion is learlyestablished for q95 � 2:73. The relatively high bakground orrelation of about20% is due to aidental orrelations between the unrelated utuation eventswithin the omparatively short time windows used for the orrelation analysis.in the srape-o� layer.A large san of the safety fator from q95 = 2:2 to q95 = 2:9 was performed aswell as a �ner san around q95 = 2:75 in order to �nd the maximum orrelationbetween the two probes. In order to �nd the best alignment between the outerdivertor probe tip and the reiproating probe, several nearly idential pulses withonly minute hanges in the plasma urrent were performed. The plasma shaperemained unhanged in the various disharges and therefore the safety fator q95is to a good approximation proportional to the poloidal displaement.In eah pulse, the reiproating probe was used to ollet radially resolvedutuation data, while the onneting �eld line was shifted poloidally from onepulse to the next one. The atual poloidal shift was estimated afterwards from thesafety fator q95 alulated by the EFIT equilibrium ode. These measurementsresult in spatially highly resolved sans in poloidal and radial diretions at aonnetion length of 23m. 200ms data were reorded during the movement of thereiproating probe. This time interval was sub-divided into windows of 10ms.The movement of the probe is approximately 8mm during that time. The time51



3. Three-dimensional struture of utuations in the plasma boundarywindows (or data bloks) represent di�erent radial positions, but the variation ofthe bakground plasma parameters during one suh data blok is relatively small.The ross-orrelation funtions between data from tips of the divertor and thereiproating probe systems were alulated for eah orresponding time window.In Fig. 3.6 the result of suh a poloidal san is shown. Eah point in the graphis representing the maximum orrelation during a reiproation between one tipof the movable probe and one tip in the outer divertor. It is learly seen thata onnetion between the two distant probes is established at a safety fator ofq95 � 2:73. The maximal ross-orrelation is approximately 42%. The respe-tive radially resolved two-dimensional ross-orrelation funtion has already beenshown in Fig. 2.6.3.3.3. Bakground level orrelationsThe rather high bakground level of the ross-orrelation funtion (f. Fig. 3.6)an be understood, presuming burst-like utuation events (`blobs') in the u-tuations Theimer [1997℄; Endler [1999℄; Beyer et al. [2000℄. Even if two of theseevents are not related to eah others but our within an arbitrary time delayof t12, the ross-orrelation funtion would show a high orrelation at time lag� = t12. A high bakground orrelation level ould therefore be due to the o-urrene of several utuation events during one time window of the orrelationanalysis. In Figures 3.7(a-) the ross-orrelation funtions of signals from the topand the outer divertor probe are plotted for three di�erent disharges togetherwith their auto-orrelation funtions. For safety fators not mathing the onne-tion between the top probe and the outer divertor probe [Figs. 3.7(a) and ()℄,the maximal orrelation is found at time lags �s 6= 0 with j�sj � 0 [Fig. 3.7(e)℄.For the mathing safety fator q95 � 2:74 the maximum orrelation is observedfor �s � 0 [Fig. 3.7(b)℄.The life time of utuations is of the order of the width of the auto-orrelationfuntion2, some 10�s. The life time of a utuation event determines the max-imum time lag ourring in a ross-orrelation funtion, whih physially be re-lated to the same event. Maxima in the ross-orrelation funtion at time lags�s > 100�s an therefore be regarded as spurious orrelations.An error of the orrelation maxima shown in Fig. 3.6 an be estimated thefollowing way. Sine the length of the sub-windows used for the orrelation anal-ysis is indeed arbitrary within a ertain range, a time sub-window of 10ms isgenerally used here. The time sub-windows should be not too long, otherwisethe radial movement of the reiproating probe { and hene the hange due to2Sine no measurement on the JET tokamak with a poloidal probe array with suÆient spatialresolution exits, a better estimate for the life time is not at hand. Generally, the estimatefor the life time from the width of the auto-orrelation funtion will be too small, ompareSe. 2.2.3 and referene [Endler 1994, p. 48�℄.52



3.3. Parallel orrelation study on JET tokamak: The outboard onnetion (23m)

Figure 3.7.: (a,b,) Cross-orrelation (blak line) and auto-orrelation funtions(grey lines) for three di�erent disharges. The relatively high bakground levelorrelation is aused by random orrelation for large time lags j� j � 0. (d) Max-imum orrelation of radial sans versus the safety fator q95. The bars indiatethe range of maximum values obtained for a variation of the length of the timesub-windows used for the orrelation analysis of 5ms and 20ms. (e) The timelags orresponding to the points of maximum orrelations in (d).
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3. Three-dimensional struture of utuations in the plasma boundarythe radial gradient of the stationary plasma parameters { beomes important.They must not be not too short either, as otherwise the statistis is bad andslower omponents are not onsidered. An estimate for the errors of the maximalorrelations an be estimated by using di�erent time sub-windows of the samedata for the orrelation analysis. The bars in Fig. 3.7(d) are omputed for twodi�erent time sub-window lengths of 5 and 20ms.3.3.4. Parallel propagation veloityFrom the above presented measurements it is possible to obtain limits for theparallel propagation veloity vjj of the utuations.Let us �rst onsider, whether the on�gurations with maximum orrelationbetween two probe tips aligned parallel to the magneti �eld are also those withthe orrelation maximum at time lag � = 0. If the maximum orrelation isahieved at �s 6= 0, an average parallel veloity of vjj = L=�s an be asribedto the utuations. L is the onnetion length between the two probe tips. InFig. 3.8 the maximum orrelation is plotted versus the orresponding time lag� for the onnetion length L = 23m. The satter of the time lag is learlyseen, and hene the diret estimation of �s is not possible. A mean value of� s = (14 � 50)�s is obtained by �tting a Gaussian to the data. The resultis ompatible with the utuations ourring simultaneously at the two probetip positions. With j�s;maxj = 64�s the lower limit of the parallel veloity isjvjj;minj � 3:6 � 105ms�1. For omparison, the Alfv�en speed in the edge plasmais approximately va � 2:6 � 107ms�1 and the eletron thermal veloity vth;e �1:9 � 106ms�1 (f. Fig. 3.3).3.3.5. Parallel wave numberThe parallel wave number an be determined by the method desribed in Se. 2.3.4.For a on�guration with maximal orrelation between two probe tips, whih areloated on exatly the same magneti �eld line, the parallel wave number is zero.The question, whether the probes are indeed perfetly aligned, an only be an-swered by using a magneti �eld line traing ode to projet the position of the�rst probe into the poloidal plane of the seond probe for a given on�guration(Se. 3.3.1).In general, the projeted position of the �rst probe deviates from the positionof the seond probe tip by a distane d?. In previous studies onduted in otherdevies, small parallel wave numbers and hene small values of d? with respetto the onnetion length were observed (Se. 3.1).For the 23m onnetion length on JET tokamak, a displaement of d? = 2:1 mis obtained by �eld line traing. Due to unertainties in the position of thereiproating probe head, in the plasma position (e.g. aused by the vertial54



3.3. Parallel orrelation study on JET tokamak: The outboard onnetion (23m)

Figure 3.8.: The maximal orrelation of the radial sans is plotted versus theorresponding time lag � for the onnetion length of 23m. The solid urve isobtained by a �t to a Gaussian with o�set, the vertial solid line denominatesthe mean � = 14�s, the dashed lines the standard deviation. In the whole �window of 10ms, other high orrelations in the range of 20|30% with time lagsj� j > 500�s are present (not shown). These are aidental orrelations due tothe short time window, ompare Se. 3.3.3.
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3. Three-dimensional struture of utuations in the plasma boundaryplasma instability) and in the alulation of the safety fator (see Figs. 3.5 and3.6), d? is only known with an unertainty �d? = 2:8 m. The error analysis ismade in more detail in App. A.2.Within the simpli�ed geometry of Fig. 2.7, probe 0 at positionX0 is assoiatedwith the outer divertor probe in the JET experimental set-up and X1 is givenby �eld line traing. Position X2 is the position of the reiproating probe tip,at whih the magneti onnetion with the outer divertor probe is established.The maximum orrelation is obtained at �s = 0 (within the error bars for �s).Hene, the probes are aligned along a wave front, and the average wave vetoris perpendiular to this wave front. The appliation of Eq. (2.22) is justi�ed toompute the average parallel wave number kk.The missing average perpendiular wave number k?, an be estimated byEquations (2.19) and (2.20) from signals of two probe tips separated in perpen-diular diretion. There exists one probe tip at the outer vertial target whihis separated from the tip at position X0 by a distane of 1:5 m in poloidal and0:87 m in radial diretion. The value for the average perpendiular wave num-ber estimated in this way is k? = (0:71 � 0:09) m�1. The error is spei�ed bythe standard deviation of average perpendiular wave number estimates. Data isobtained from disharges with a safety fator q95 = 2:73� 0:03.Inserting these �gures into Eq. (2.22), we �nd for the average parallel wavenumber kjj = (0:065 � 0:095)m�1 and, taking the errors into aount, we anspeify an upper boundary for the average parallel wavenumber jkjjj < 0:16m�1.Within the error bars, a vanishing parallel wave number is possible. The upperlimit for the ratio between the average wave numbers parallel and perpendiularto the magneti �eld is jkk=k?j < 0:0022, whih is a signi�antly lower limit thanthat of jkk=k?j < 0:01 reported from other experiments [Endler 1999℄.3.4. Parallel orrelation study on JET tokamak:The short (0.75m) and long (66m)onnetion3.4.1. Connetion between divertor probesFor the other two onnetion lengths of 0:75m and 66m no radial sans werepossible. The parallel onnetions are established between three di�erent �xedprobes, two loated in adjaent modules of the outer divertor, and the third inthe inner divertor.For a onnetion length of 75 m between two outer divertor probes in adja-ent modules, a orrelation of up to 82% was obtained (Fig. 3.9). Sanning thesafety fator q95, the orrelation shows a broad maximum, sine the poloidal dis-56



3.4. Parallel orrelation on JET: The short (0.75m) and long (66m) onnetionplaement of a �eld line is only small even for a large variation of q95. However,the orrelation might even be higher, beause the �eld lines onneting these twoprobes may still be radially displaed. For the 66 m onnetion length betweenone inner and one outer divertor probe, the maximum observed ross-orrelationis 41% (Fig. 3.9) at a safety fator q95 � 2:63. Sine no �ner san was performedfor this safety fator region, the maximum observed orrelation of 41% should beseen as a lower limit only.3.4.2. Comparison between di�erent onnetion lengths onJET tokamakTaking into aount only the time window with the maximal orrelation (andtherefore the best alignment of the two probes), a omparison of ross-orrelation,ohereny and phase for the three di�erent onnetion lengths (0:75m, 23m and66m) is possible.In Fig. 3.10(a) the ross-orrelation funtion versus the time lag � and theohereny and the phase versus the frequeny are plotted for the 0:75m onne-tion length. The ohereny is high for frequenies up to 10 kHz and the phase isaround zero over the omplete frequeny range, indiating that all frequeny om-ponents are nearly in phase between eah two probes. The same analysis for theoptimal time window of the 23m onnetion length is plotted in Fig. 3.10(b). Theohereny is about 60 % at 1 kHz and is insigni�ant at frequenies of 10 kHz andabove (as indiated by the stohasti phase in this frequeny range). The max-imum observed ross-orrelation of 41% for the 66m onnetion length (safetyfator q95 � 2:63) is shown in Fig. 3.10(). The monotonous hange in phaseup to � 8 kHz indiates a slight misalignment, if one assumes that the highestorrelation is obtained at zero phase shift (as was found in the measurements onother devies). Otherwise, the ohereny and phase (as well as the orrelationfuntion) resemble the ase of the 23m onnetion length.For omparison, the ross-orrelation funtion, ohereny and phase betweentwo probe tips in the outer divertor are shown in Fig. 3.10(d). These two probesare separated 1:5 m poloidally and 0:86 m radially. The maximum of orrelationis observed at non-zero time lag, in ontrast to the previously disussed resultsfrom parallel orrelation measurements. This is also observed in the ross-phaseof Fig. 3.10(d).3.4.3. The parallel wave number spetrumAn alternative approah to obtain information about the parallel wave numberspetrum takes as a starting point the maximum amounts of ross-orrelationparallel to the magneti �eld for di�erent onnetion lengths, as presented in
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3. Three-dimensional struture of utuations in the plasma boundary

Figure 3.9.: Top: Maximal observed ross-orrelation versus safety fator q95for the two onnetion lengths of 0:75m (triangles) and 66m (irles). Eah pointrepresents the orrelation maximum in the � -range [�0:5ms; 0:5ms℄. The barsindiate the range of maximum values obtained for a variation of the length ofthe time sub-windows used for the orrelation analysis between 5ms and 20ms.For the long onnetion the orrelation is higher for q95 � 2:63. Bottom: Thetime lags �s orresponding to the orrelation maxima plotted above. For theshort onnetion length, �s = 0 over the whole q95-range. The long onnetionhas �s = 0 only for the observed maximum at q95 � 2:63.
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3.4. Parallel orrelation on JET: The short (0.75m) and long (66m) onnetion

Figure 3.10.: Comparison of the orrelation funtions, ohereny and phasefor the three established onnetion lengths of 0:75m (a), 23m (b) and 66m ()at JET and (d) for signals from two probe tips in the outer divertor (distane:1:5 m poloidal, 0:87 m radial, 0 m toroidal). The data used for the analysisin (b) is equivalent to data blok 4 in Fig. 2.6. The dotted horizontal lines inthe orrelation diagrams in the left olumn indiate the maximal and minimalorrelation on the whole � window of 10ms outside the displayed � -range. For(a) and (), an 80 kHz mode is prominent in the ohereny. This is probably dueto signal pik-up of the noise of a power supply and should have no e�et onthe orrelations beause of its low spetral power ontribution. (JET disharges#46805, #46796, #46807, #46796)
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3. Three-dimensional struture of utuations in the plasma boundaryFig. 3.10(a-): On the one hand, when inreasing the onnetion length fromL = 0:75 m to L = 23 m, the orrelation drops from Cmax > 82% to Cmax �42%. On the other hand it remains at Cmax � 41% when moving on to L = 66m.This ould be explained by assuming two utuation omponents with di�erentparallel sale lengths lk;1 and lk;2. Let us assume { for simpliity and lak ofmore detailed information in toroidal diretion { a Gaussian shape of the parallelorrelation Cmax(x) with width lk,Cmax(x) = A exp �x2l2k ! : (3.2)The Fourier transform (Æ��) of Eq. (3.2) is again a Gaussian that an be trans-formed in a similar mathematial form with the substitutions �kk � 2=lk and~A � A lkp�:A exp �x2l2k ! Æ��A lkp� exp �x2 l2k4 ! � ~A exp�� k2(�kk)2� : (3.3)Hene, it is possible to alulate estimates for the sale lengths �kk of the paral-lel wave number spetra for the two assumed utuation omponents. However,nothing an be said about the atual mean wave numbers k1 or k2 of the utu-ation omponents. In Fig. 3.11(a) this idea is illustrated for one omponent witha width lk;1 = 200m and the other omponent with a width lk;2 = 15m.Inserting two maxima of the ross-orrelation Cmax;i at orresponding onne-tion lengths L;i (for i = 1; 2) into Eq. (3.2) and dividing these two equations weobtain �1�2 = Cmax;1Cmax;2 = exp L2;2 � L2;1l2k ! : (3.4)Rearranging this for the parallel sale length yieldslk =s L2;2 � L2;1lnCmax;1 � lnCmax;2 : (3.5)If one assumes an unertainty of 5 % in the orrelation shown in Fig. 3.10, theomponent with a long orrelation length drops from at most (Cmax;1 = 42+5)%at L;1 = 23 m to at least Cmax;2 = (41 � 5)% at L;2 = 66m, thus ljj;long >120m. Inserting ljj;long = 120m, L;2 = 0:75m and the values for L;1 and Cmax;1from above in Eq. (3.4), one �nds that the long orrelation omponent wouldontribute at most 49% to the orrelation at L = 0:75m. Following the samereasoning, the omponent with short orrelation length drops from at least 28%at L = 0:75m to at most 10% at L = 23m, yielding ljj;short < 23m. The widths60



3.4. Parallel orrelation on JET: The short (0.75m) and long (66m) onnetion

Figure 3.11.: Maximum orrelation versus the onnetion length. The squaresdenote the observed maximum values for the three available onnetion lengthson the JET tokamak. An error of 5 % is assumed for the experimental results.(a) The dotted urve is alulated from Eq. (3.2) with a parallel sale lengthlk;1 = 200m and an amplitude A1 = 0:41. The dashed line is alulated the sameway with lk;2 = 15m and A2 = 0:41. The amplitudes of the two funtions arehosen in a way that the sum (solid line) �ts the experimental results for the0:75m onnetion. (b) Curve for a single utuation omponent aording toEq. (3.2) with lk = 79m and A = 0:81. 61



3. Three-dimensional struture of utuations in the plasma boundary
Figure 3.12.: The ross-orrelation (blak) and the auto-orrelation funtions(grey) are plotted versus the time lag � for the three available onnetion lengthson JET tokamak: (a) 0:75m onnetion between two outer divertor probes. (b)23m onnetion between reiproating (auto-orrelation dotted) and outer diver-tor probe (auto-orrelation dashed). () 66m onnetion between inner (auto-orrelation dotted) and outer divertor probe (auto-orrelation dashed).of the parallel wave number distributions would be �kjj;long < 0:017m�1 and�kjj;short > 0:09m�1.Another interpretation would be that there exists a omponent of the u-tuations whih is only present in that part of the srape-o� layer whih is rep-resented by the reiproating probe. Due to the normalization (2.17) of theross-orrelation funtion to the auto-orrelation funtions this would redue theross-orrelation maximum at 23 m onnetion length with respet to the asewhere only one utuation omponent (with long parallel orrelation length) waspresent. Under suh assumption, one would estimate from Eq. (3.5) the parallelsale length lk from the ross-orrelation maxima at 0:75m and 66m onnetionlength to be ljj;long = 79�13m [Fig. 3.11(b)℄. This orresponds to a width of par-allel wave number distribution �kjj;long = 0:025�0:005m�1. In that ase, nothingould be said about the parallel orrelation length of the utuation omponentwhih would only be present in the region observed by the reiproating probe.In Fig. 3.12 the ross-orrelation funtions are shown with the orrespondingauto-orrelation funtions for the three onsidered onnetion lengths on JETtokamak. As opposed to the presumption for single omponent model, the widthof the auto-orrelation funtions di�er only slightly from the width of the respe-tive ross-orrelation funtions. Therefore, the assumption of two omponents inthe parallel wave number spetrum seems to be more reasonable.
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3.5. Consideration of the inuene of errors on parallel orrelation measurements on the JET tokamak3.5. Consideration of the inuene of errors onparallel orrelation measurements on the JETtokamakFrom preeeding disussions a parallel orrelation length below 45% was obtainedfor a onnetion length of 23m. For a longer onnetion length of 66m, theobserved maximum orrelation does not further derease. Basially, this is inagreement with the �ndings onWendelstein 7-AS by Bleuel [1998℄ for a onnetionlength of 35m. However, it is important to identify any perturbative e�ets thatould be responsible for this redued orrelation ompared to the results obtainedon various devies for onnetion lengths below 10m and the 0:75m onnetionlength on the JET tokamak. In partiular, the origin of the satter in the resultsof the magneti �eld line traing (f. Se.3.3.1) must be onsidered.3.5.1. Perturbations in the magneti on�gurationResults from the 66m onnetion length parallel orrelation measurements in-diate, that a magneti perturbation might be relevant for the interpretation ofthe results. One example for this an be seen in Fig. 3.13, showing the time evo-lution of ross-orrelation (amplitude in grey sale) for the onnetion betweenthe inner and outer divertor probes. The absissa of this plot shows the timelag of the ross-orrelation funtion, the ordinate denotes the division into timesub-windows of 10ms length.The derease in orrelation at t = 70|110ms (marked by the digit 2) anbe explained by the reiproation of the top probe interseting the onneting�eld line. However, there are variations in orrelation to be seen along the timeaxis, whih annot be explained in simple terms (marked by digits 1 and 3 inFig. 3.13). The onneted probes are stationary and the plasma onditions donot hange either. Hene, the orrelation funtion should be stationary as well.In priniple, perturbations in the magneti on�guration an ause a redutionin the magnitude and a hange in the time lag of the orrelation funtion. This isillustrated in Fig. 3.14. The hanges in the magneti on�guration an only havean impat on parallel orrelation measurements, if a magneti �eld line startingat one of the outer divertor probes is displaed by the same poloidal distane atthe position of the reiproating probe as the typial poloidal sale length of theturbulene in the SOL (1|2 m). In Fig. 3.15, a time series of the safety fator q95is shown. The poloidal displaement of the �eld line is related to the safety fatorq95, ompare Fig. 3.5. A hange in q95 of 0:01 leads to a poloidal misalignmentof a �eld line onneting an outer divertor probe and the reiproating probe of8mm (Fig. 3.5).The amplitude of the safety fator utuations in Fig. 3.15 is about 0:02. The63



3. Three-dimensional struture of utuations in the plasma boundary

Figure 3.13.: Time evolution of the ross-orrelation of the established onne-tion between one inner and one outer divertor probe (onnetion length: 66m).1 and 3: Perturbations in plasma position and safety fator q95 ould providean explanation for the hanges in orrelation maximum and the disrepanies inthe time lag. 2: The strong loss of orrelation is due to the reiproation of theprobe head interseting the onneting �eld line.
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3.5. Inuene of errors on parallel orrelation measurements on the JET tokamak

Figure 3.14.: A redution in the orrelation ould be aused by a (time-dependent) misalignment of the two probe tips. The arrow shows the poloidaldisplaement due to perturbations in the magneti on�guration. The pith angleis a funtion of the safety fator q95.

Figure 3.15.: Time series of the safety fator. Blak dots: safety fator signalq95 (alulated by the EFIT equilibrium reonstrution ode) from a fast timewindow sampled with 5 kHz. Grey squares: q95 with default sample rate. Datafrom JET disharge #49729.
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3. Three-dimensional struture of utuations in the plasma boundary

Figure 3.16.: Two parallel urrents in the same diretion are attrated, whereasurrents in opposite diretions are repelled. This is the priniple by that a toka-mak plasma (arrying a strong toroidal urrent) an be elongated by means ofexternal urrents. (a) Poloidal sketh of the plasma shape with the diretion ofthe plasma urrent IP la (+). The urrents in the external oils fore the plasmain its elongated shape. (b) The on�guration is not stable: A small vertial dis-plaement leads to an inreasing fore in the same diretion as the displaement.orresponding poloidal shift of the onneting �eld line of 1:6 m (f. Se. 3.3.1)is of the same size as the poloidal sale length of the utuations. In onlu-sion, the magneti perturbations ould indeed have a signi�ant inuene on themeasurements.3.5.2. The origin of the magneti utuationsThe vertial instability that ours in elongated tokamak plasmas is the mostlikely reason for the perturbation in the magneti on�guration [Wesson 1997,hapter 6.15℄. In tokamak plasmas, an elongation of the poloidal plasma shapeis ahieved by urrents through external toroidal oils (Fig. 3.16). However, theelongated plasma equilibrium is not stable in the diretion of the elongation. Theexternal urrents are feed-bak regulated (the ontrol parameter is the vertialplasma position) in order to aount for any vertial plasma movement. Thevertial instability typially evolves on a time sale in the order of one milliseond,depending on the plasma elongation and the resistivity of the wall [Wesson 1997,hapter 6.15℄.There is a high orrelation (> 70%) between the vertial plasma position andthe utuations of the safety fator in the frequeny range below 1 kHz (Fig. 3.17).This time sale is onsistent with the expetations for the vertial instability ofthe JET plasma [Perrone and Wesson 1981℄. Sine there is no orrelation with thevertial instability on the faster time sale, one might suspet that the apparentfast magneti utter is just noise pik-up by the magneti probes.
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3.5. Inuene of errors on parallel orrelation measurements on the JET tokamak

Figure 3.17.: Correlation of the vertial plasma movement with the safety fatorq95 alulated for di�erent frequeny bands.3.5.3. A simple perturbation model: basi modelassumptionsDuring the parallel orrelation studies the ion saturation urrent was olleted ina 100ms time window. Therefore, dynamis on a slower time sale than 100msare not important for this analysis. Magneti utuations on a time sale from10|100ms ould explain �ndings of the previous ampaign, whih were not un-derstood so far, (Se. 3.5.1 and Fig. 3.13).Sine the magneti data were not olleted with suÆiently high sampling rateduring the disharges with fast Langmuir probe measurements, this hypothesisannot be tested diretly. Instead, a simple model is disussed for an estimationof the e�et that the perturbations of the plasma position and safety fator ouldhave on the parallel orrelation measurements.Basially, the hanges to a utuation time series is alulated on the basis ofthe assumptions detailed below by Eq. (3.6). Then, the ross-orrelation of thisperturbed signal with the original signal an be ompared with the results fromthe parallel orrelation studies. If the simulated and the real ross-orrelationshow similar properties (espeially omparable orrelation maxima), the foundredution in orrelation will most likely be aused by the perturbations in themagnetis.Basi assumptions:1. The utuations have a perfet orrelation along the magneti �eld lines(2d turbulene).2. The utuations have a poloidal extent of 1:5 m as suggested by the or-67



3. Three-dimensional struture of utuations in the plasma boundaryrelation funtions between poloidally displaed probe tips in the divertor.3. The turbulene has no di�erent properties in terms of sale length in radialand poloidal diretion, so radial hanges are not treated separately.4. Flutuations propagate poloidally owing to E�B plasma rotation. De-pendent on the poloidal distane, the utuations arrive with a delay or inadvane. This veloity v� of the poloidal plasma rotation is estimated fromthe two probes in the outer divertor whih are separated by d0 = 1:5 mpoloidally and 0:87 m radially. The time lag �0 of the ross-orrelationfuntion between the signals from these two probes is determined to be�0 = 120�s and thus vp � 125m=�s.5. The utuations in a poloidal viinity of a probe an be alulated by in-terpolation between the signals from two poloidally separated probes. Theinuene of eah of the two signals is weighted by using di�erent assump-tions of the poloidal shape of the utuations3.The orrelation between the signals measured by the two probes is assumedto depend on the poloidal distane only. Let ~fA(t) and ~fB(t) be the utuationsignals at the probe tips A and B (Fig. 3.14), whih are separated by a poloidaldistane d0. The signal at a probe C loated between A and B would be givenby~fC(t) = g(d) � ~fA�t + dv��+[1�g(d)℄ �fB �t� d0 � dv� � ; for 0 � d � d0: (3.6)In Eq. (3.6) the funtion g(d) is the poloidal shape of the utuations and v� isthe poloidal veloity. A perturbation in the magneti on�guration bends the�eld line, leading to a time dependent poloidal displaement d = d(t).3.5.4. Appliation of the modelIn Fig. 3.18(a,b), the time evolution of the ross-orrelation funtion betweenfA(t) and fC(t) is shown for two di�erent interpolation funtionsg1(d) = exp��2 � d2m2 � (Gaussian shape) (3.7)and g2(d) = exp��j3 � djm � (exponential shape): (3.8)3Measurements in di�erent devies with poloidally highly resolved probe arrays show a Gaus-sian shape, f. Fig. 2.468



3.5. Inuene of errors on parallel orrelation measurements on the JET tokamak

Figure 3.18.: Time evolution of the ross-orrelation between a probe signalfA(t) and a model signal fC(t) onstruted aording to Eq. (3.6) with the in-terpolation funtions g(d) = g1(d) a Gaussian shape (a) and g(d) = g2(d) anexponential deay (b). The auto-orrelation of fA is given for omparison ().The fators in these funtions are hosen in a way that (within an error of 2%)fC(t) = fA(t) for d(t) = 0 m and fC(t) = fB(t) for d(t) = d0 = 1:7 m. TheLangmuir probe signals fA(t) and fB(t) are taken from JET disharge #46796.The magneti �eld line displaement signal d(t) used in the onstrution of fC(t)had to be taken from a di�erent disharge with similar onditions (#49699), sineno fast sampled magneti signals were available during the parallel orrelationstudy.A redution of the ross-orrelation maximum to approximately 90 � 80%is obtained for the orrelation between fA(t) and fC(t) using g1(d) and a re-dution of the maximum to 80|60% with the use of g2(d). The orrelationplots qualitatively show similar perturbations to those found in experimentaldata (Fig. 3.13). For both poloidal shapes, the temporal shift in the time is inthe order of � = �40�s. This is the same order of magnitude as the results fromthe experimental data (Fig. 3.13). However, the maximal orrelations obtainedby the simulation are still well above the orrelations observed in the experimentfor the onnetion lengths of 23 and 66m. The assumption of an exponentialshape of g(d) in (b) should be seen as a worst-ase senario, not based on anyphysial evidene. The poloidal shapes found in other experiments like Calteh69



3. Three-dimensional struture of utuations in the plasma boundarytokamak [Zweben and Gould 1985℄ and Wendelstein 7-AS stellarator Bleuel [1998℄resemble a Gaussian (f. Se. 2.2.3). Therefore, the redution of the orrelationaused by the perturbations in the magneti on�guration would be in the orderof only 10|20%. The dramati redution in orrelation below 50% at onnetionlengths larger than 20m (Se. 3.3) annot be explained by these perturbationsalone. Aording to this simple model, the major part of the redution in or-relation must have its origin in the genuine physial properties of the turbulenein the SOL.3.6. Disussion3.6.1. The redution of parallel orrelationIn summary the parallel orrelation study on the JET tokamak gave the followingexperimental results: At short onnetion of 75 m, a high orrelation degree� 80% was obtained. At muh longer onnetion lengths of 23m and 66m aredution of the orrelation below 50% is observed. A possible interpretation isthat two distintive omponents may ontribute simultaneously to the paralleldynamis: One omponent is damped away within the onnetion of length L �20m, whereas the other omponent is damped at a muh longer deay lengthparallel to the magneti �eld, if at all, and ould be attributed to a utuatingonvetive ell with kjj = 0. This piture is supported by the fat, that theutuations at distant probes have virtually no phase shift. It is observed in theohereny and phase spetra [Fig. 3.10(a-)℄, that only the low frequeny part upto 10 kHz aounts for orrelation.The above interpretation relies very sensitively on the auray of the experi-mental results: If anything else rather than the inherent dynamis of the turbu-lene in the srape-o� layer is responsible for the orrelation redution along themagneti �eld, this piture is learly misleading. Therefore, other inuenes thatmight lead to de-orrelation were arefully onsidered and disussed in Se. 3.5.The analysis of a q95 signal revealed that the rather high noise level on the signalan be attributed to the vertial plasma movement at frequenies up to approxi-mately 1 kHz. This movement is aused by the vertial instability, whih oursin elongated tokamak plasmas. It is found in a simple model, that the perturba-tion of the magneti on�guration due to the vertial instability an aount fora minor part of the orrelation redution, only.3.6.2. Inuene of the X-point passageThe passage of the magneti �eld line near the X-point of JET ould also have aninuene on the parallel orrelation of the utuations: In numeri simulations70



3.6. Disussionby Xu et al. [2000℄, a strong poloidal variation of the transport probably ausedby resistive X-point modes were found. On JET it is not possible to establish aonnetion shorter than 23m with a �eld line passing the X-point. Thus, a lear-ut experimental answer on this point annot be given. However, the fat that theorrelation is not further redued at the long onnetion of 66m (and the seondpassage of an X-point) does not support the numerially obtained �ndings by Xuet al. [2000℄. This onlusion is also supported by previous studies on ASDEX[Rudyj et al. 1989, 1990; Rudyj 1990; Bleuel et al. 1996; Bleuel 1998℄.3.6.3. What has been gained?Coming bak to the main questions raised in Se. 3.1.3: From the parallel or-relation experiments on the JET tokamak it seems to be likely that a signi�antredution in ross-orrelation below 50% for long onnetion lengths (23m and66m in the ase of JET and 32 m in the ase of W7-AS) is indeed an inherentproperty of plasma boundary turbulene. Two previously proposed reasons forthis redution (Se. 3.1) an already be exluded:� Inuene of magneti urvature, i.e. passage of the onneting �eld linethrough regions of favorable magneti urvature: The orrelation obtainedon JET tokamak for the 23m outboard onnetion with the onneting �eldline embedded in the region of unfavorable magneti urvature is below 50%.Moreover, the orrelation is not further redued for the 66m onnetion, inwhih a signi�ant fration of the onneting �eld line is embedded in thefavorable urvature region.� Boundary onditions, i.e. on�nement zone versus srape-o� layer: Inthe JET tokamak, measurements where exlusively performed in the SOL.Hene, the redution of the orrelation is not spei� for the on�nementzone. Moreover, the probes do not signi�antly hange the boundary on-ditions in the srape-o� layer, as it might be the ase for measurementswith probes in the plasma ore.Let us onsider the four heuristi models proposed for the utuation dynam-is in parallel diretion again (f. Se. 3.1.2). The time lags of the orrelationmaxima are pratially zero for all three onnetion lengths on JET (Fig. 3.12).Hene, the model onsidering utuation events whih preferably our at a spe-i� position alongside the magneti �eld line an be exluded. The widthsof the observed auto-orrelation and ross-orrelation funtions are omparable(Fig. 3.12). This is expeted for the heuristi model that onsiders �laments witha onstant inlination with respet to the magneti �eld.Filament strutures with zero parallel wave number are equivalent to the on-ept of onvetive ells. It was already pointed out in Se. 1.3.4, that three-dimensional drift wave simulations suggest onvetive ells as a dominant mode,71



3. Three-dimensional struture of utuations in the plasma boundaryhowever, for an unsheared magneti �eld only [Biskamp and Zeiler 1995; Zeileret al. 1996; Sott 1997a℄. In the experiment, it was possible to estimate the limitsfor the average parallel wave number 0 � j kkj < 0:16m�1 for the 23m onne-tion length on JET. Hene, the observed parallel wave number is in qualitativeagreement with the �ndings from numerial modeling. A detailed quantitativeomparison between the experimental results and dediated numerial drift wavesimulation would be very interesting for a deeper insight into plasma edge tur-bulene.3.6.4. Conlusions on parallel orrelations in JETThe parallel orrelation measurements of ion saturation urrent utuations on-duted in JET tokamak revealed a signi�ant derease of orrelation from � 80%for a onnetion length of 75 m in the divertor to about 40% for a onnetionlength of 23m between divertor and SOL on top of the plasma along the low-�eldside of the torus. The derease is due to a redution of ohereny at frequenies< 10 kHz (where most of the utuating power is loated) from approximately90% to less than 50%. For the longest ahievable onnetion length of 66m, nofurther redution of the orrelation level was observed, although the ux tubenow passes the torus high-�eld side and, for a seond time, the X-point. Itappears, therefore, that there exists one omponent of the utuations with aorrelation length parallel to the magneti �eld of about 20m, whih annot betreated appropriately in the framework of a two-dimensional model. As a matterof fat three dimensional dynamis are expeted for drift waves. A seond om-ponent of the utuations has a parallel orrelation length greater than 70m anda narrower frequeny spetrum, whih ould be desribed within the sope of atwo-dimensional model (although a three-dimensional treatment may be requiredto understand the origin of this long orrelation length). The presene of a regionof good magneti urvature on the torus' high-�eld side has no inuene on thisseond omponent.Whether the X-point plays a role in the orrelation suppression for inreasingonnetion length (0:75|23m) or not is hard to answer on the basis of exper-imental JET data. In onjuntion with previous �ndings, e.g. on the ASDEXtokamak, suh a one-to-one relationship is not very likely.Estimates for the upper limits for the average parallel wave number were ob-tained to be j kkj < 0:16m�1. The ratio between the average wave numbersparallel and perpendiular to the magneti �eld is j kk=k?j < 0:0022. Within theerror bars, the obtained results are ompatible with the ommon assumption ofparallel wavenumber kk = 0.
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4. Ative modi�ation of turbuleneIn this hapter results from experiments on the Wendelstein 7-AS stellarator arepresented. The basi idea is to use external signals applied to the plasma as a newapproah to turbulene diagnostis. The signals are introdued into the plasmaedge by usual Langmuir probe tips. The plasma response is deteted in poloidaldiretion as well as parallel to the magneti �eld by other Langmuir probes. Inthis way, the parallel and the poloidal propagation of the perturbation signalan be observed and is set into the ontext of the bakground turbulene. As a�rst step, only one single external signal was injeted into the plasma, mainly forstudying the poloidal signal propagation. In a seond step, phase-shifted signalswere applied to a set of probe tips, allowing to introdue spatio-temporal signalsinto the plasma boundary.The experiments on Wendelstein 7-AS stellarator disussed in the present workfous on ative probe studies. A omprehensive haraterization of the eletro-stati turbulene in the plasma boundary of Wendelstein 7-AS by means of Lang-muir probe diagnostis an be found in the thesis by Bleuel [1998℄. A di�erenebetween these experiments and present ones is given by the reent installation ofan island divertor [Grigull et al. 2001; Gadelmeier et al. 2001℄.This hapter is organized as follows: In Setion 4.1 the ative probing resultson the TEXT tokamak, the Keda Tokamak-5C and the MIRABELLE lineardevie are disussed. The experimental set-up on Wendelstein 7-AS and �eld linetraing alulations are desribed in Setion 4.2. Parallel orrelation studies onW7-AS follow in Setion 4.3. The results from the two previous setions form thebasis for the experiments onduted with an ative probe set-up. The results arepresented in Setion 4.4 for the ase of a single ative signal and in Setion 4.5 forthe ative feeding of spatio-temporal patterns on W7-AS. The results presentedin this hapter are summarized and disussed in Setion 4.6.4.1. Results from other experimentsOn the TEXT tokamak, experiments were onduted with the aim to modifythe plasma edge turbulene by means of ative probing [Ukan et al. 1993, 1995;Rihards et al. 1994; Winslow et al. 1997, 1998℄. In that series of experiments,two driver tips of a probe were operated with external signals in the frequenyrange of 10|250 kHz and voltages up to 60V (AC) with an additional bias of73



4. Ative modi�ation of turbulene+50V. The probe was loated in the limiter shadow and eah tip was apableof olleting urrents up to 15A. A oating potential signal piked up by amovable probe was ampli�ed and fed bak with a prede�ned phase-shift into twodriver tips. Depending on gain and phase between the two driver probes, eithera derease of the utuation level in the respetive ux tube of up to 50%, or aninrease by a fator of 10 were reported by Rihards et al. [1994℄.Partiularly interesting results with regard to the parallel dynamis of ativesignals in the plasma boundary were obtained with the following set-up on TEXT:One driver tip was onneted to a sine signal (30 kHz) of a signal generator andthe propagation of this signal in the plasma was studied with a poloidal probearray loated at a ertain toroidal distane (onnetion length 12m). The signalsare found to propagate parallel to the magneti ux tube with a veloity loseto the Alfv�en veloity [Ukan et al. 1995℄. However, a striking asymmetry of theparallel propagation was observed: For a set-up with reversed magneti �eld andplasma urrent, no signal was deteted. This asymmetry might simply be ausedby an intersetion of the ux tube with a limiter [Winslow et al. 1998℄.Similar experiments onduted in the Keda tokamak 5C (KT-5C) reproduedthis asymmetry of signal propagation parallel to the magneti �eld (onnetionlength of 3m) [Kan et al. 1997℄. The parallel veloity, however, was found tobe muh slower than the Alfv�en veloity. There, the parallel asymmetry andthe slow veloity of the signal propagation was interpreted to be losely relatedto the toroidal plasma urrent, i.e. the signal is assumed to be arried by theeletron diretional movement, only. This explanation annot be valid for theTEXT experiments, sine the signal propagation veloity was higher. Moreover,the signal was deteted in the diretion of the plasma urrent, whereas on KT-5Cthe signal was found to propagate in the opposite diretion.Taking this rather onfused situation into aount, a series of experiments onthe Wendelstein 7-AS, to be disussed in this hapter, addresses the two mainquestions, i.e. the estimation of the propagation veloity of externally appliedsignals and possible asymmetries in the signal propagation.A di�erent aspet of the experiments is motivated by reent results from a lab-oratory plasma devie: In the linear on�guration MIRABELLE, a single driftmode ould be seletively ampli�ed on the expense of the initially broad turbu-lene spetrum by means of an open-loop synhronization [Shr�oder et al. 2001℄.The experiments were arried out using an azimuthal otupole exiter eletrodeenlosing the plasma olumn, whih permit the reation of a mode-struturedperturbation �eld. Stabilization of a preseleted drift mode was ahieved for thease of the o-rotation of the perturbation �eld with the drift modes.Suh experiments have not yet been onduted in stellarators and tokamaks.Nonetheless, the plasma boundary of these devies allows one to introdue largeprobe arrays without signi�antly perturbing the plasma ore. The appliation ofspatio-temporal signals is a promising approah for gaining new insight into the74



4.2. Set-up on Wendelstein 7-ASplasma boundary turbulene of stellarators and tokamaks. The waves launhedthat way an be seen as `test waves' in a turbulent bakground analog to thepiture of test harges in an eletri �eld.4.2. Set-up on Wendelstein 7-ASThe plasma disharge onditions and set-up for the experiments performed on theWendelstein 7-AS stellarator will be desribed in this setion. The main magneti�eld was 2:5T with no vertial �eld. The plasma was heated by 0:5MW eletron-ylotron heating. The entral temperature was 1:5 keV and the line averagedensity was 1 � 1019m�2.4.2.1. The probe arraysTwo Langmuir probe arrays were used for the experiments. One array was loatedon the inboard side of module two and the other on the outboard side of the samemodule (see Fig. 4.1). The inner array onsists of 24 probe heads overing thewhole inner side of the ux surfae with a poloidal probe distane of 2 m. Fortehnial reasons, only the probe heads in the lower half of the array whereavailable during this experimental ampaign. Two of the heads were �tted withprobe triples (tip distane 2mm) and on the other heads single probes wereinstalled. In total, 16 probe tips on 12 probe heads (numbers 0 to 11 ) of theinner array were available for data aquisition [Fig. 4.1(d)℄. The radial positionof the inner array was �xed to be approximately 1 m outside the last losedmagneti ux surfae. The outer probe array onsists of 28 tips with a poloidalprobe distane of 2.5mm. Due to limitations of the number of hannels of the dataaquisition system, only 24 signals ould be reorded from the probe tips withnumbers A to X [Fig. 4.1(e)℄. The outer array was mounted on a reiproationsystem. During eah disharge a radial san of 10 m was performed.4.2.2. Magneti alignment of the inner and outer probe arrayBy adjusting the magneti on�guration (in partiular the rotational transform� ), it was possible to align some tips of the inner and outer probe arrays alonga magneti ux tube. Fig. 4.2 shows the result from numerial �eld line traingalulations for the rotational transform � = 0:40 at two di�erent poloidal ross-setions (see below). The magneti ux surfaes (solid lines) are plotted in theR� Z plane and the LCFS is marked by the dashed urve.Fig. 4.2(a) shows the poloidal ross-setion at the toroidal angle � = 46:6Æ,where the outer reiproation probe is installed. The area highlighted by thegrey box is magni�ed in Fig. 4.2(). The position of the poloidal probe array75



4. Ative modi�ation of turbulene

Figure 4.1.: Experimental set-up on Wendelstein 7-AS. (a) The top view ofthe torus and the positions of the probe arrays. The inner array is installed ata toroidal angle of 72Æ and the outer reiproating probe is loated at a toroidalangle of 46:6Æ. The insets (b) and () show the poloidal ross setions of theinner and the outer probe array (olored in blak). The shapes of both arrays arealigned to the magneti ux surfaes. The dashed line denominates the positionof the separatrix. (d) Sketh of the inner probe array and the numbering of theprobe heads. (e) Sketh of the outer reiproating probe array and the numberingof the probe tips.76



4.2. Set-up on Wendelstein 7-ASis skethed in grey. The starting positions for the �eld line traing are hosenaording to the poloidal positions of the measuring probe tips A to X duringa reiproation of the outer probe array. These starting positions (denoted byopen squares) thus form a two-dimensional �eld in the poloidal ross-setion.This �eld is marked by 0.In Fig. 4.2(b) the poloidal ross-setion at the toroidal angle � = 72Æ (wherethe inner probe array is loated) is plotted. The �eld line traing maps the arrayof starting positions 0 at the toroidal angle � = 46:6Æ along the magneti �eldlines (blak arrows). The number of toroidal turns is indiated by the numbers inirles, 1 to 4. The area highlighted by the grey box is magni�ed in Fig. 4.2(d).The inner array is plotted in grey and the positions of the probe heads are de-noted by �lled blak irles. After one toroidal turn ( 1) the starting positionsare mapped onto the probe heads 3 4 5 of the inner array (open squares).Aording to the �eld line traing for the rotational transform � = 0:40 probehead 3 of the inner array is onneted by a magneti �eld line to probe tip Aof the outer array for a ertain radial position of the outer probe head. Probe tipX is mapped between heads 5 and 6 of the inner array. The squares at theinner probe array displayed in light grey [Fig. 4.2 (b) and (d)℄ would not atuallydenote a onnetion to the outer array, sine the orresponding �eld lines areinterseted by in-vessel omponents (the divertor or ba�e target plates).4.2.3. Ative probing tehniquesThe modulation signals are introdued into the plasma edge via Langmuir probesof the outer array. This method provides a rather exible set-up, sine it ispossible to apply the signals to a subset of probe tips (ative probes) only anduse the remaining probe tips as ordinary Langmuir probes. The disadvantage isthat the allowable urrents through the probe tips have to be below a ertainthreshold in order to avoid damage on the probe tips. The maximum urrent perprobe tip is 1 A. Sine the used ampli�er units have an output urrent of 2 A perhannel, eah of the six ampli�ers was applied to drive one pair of probe tips. Forthe reation of wave signals, the output of three phase-loked signal generatorsand their inverse output are used. This way, six sine signals with a �xed phaserelation an be generated. As shown in Fig. 4.3, it is possible to feed a spatiallypropagating wave signal (at a seletable frequeny) to the outer probe array. Thephase-shift �' was seleted to be 60Æ, �60Æ or 0Æ. For a phase-shift �' = 60Æand �' = �60Æ, the propagation is in opposite diretion. The output showsonly temporal variation but no spatial propagation of the signals for �' = 0Æ.The voltages and urrents of the ative and passive probes were synhronouslysampled at 2:5MHz.
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4. Ative modi�ation of turbulene

Figure 4.2.: Results from �eld line traing opposite to the toroidal magneti�eld for a magneti on�guration with a rotational transform � = 0:40. Detaileddesription in the text.78



4.2. Set-up on Wendelstein 7-AS

Figure 4.3.: Output time series from three phase-loked signal generators witha phase-shift of �' = 60Æ between eah signal. The diret output (out) and theinverse output ( out) of the three signal generators are ampli�ed and applied tosix probe tip pairs. Thus, a wave pattern is generated whih propagates along thepoloidal array. The propagation diretion is given by the sign of the phase-shift.
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4. Ative modi�ation of turbulene4.3. Parallel orrelation measurements onWendelstein 7-ASExperiments on the Wendelstein 7-AS stellarator with all probe tips of innerand outer array assessing oating potential were performed in order to hek theagreement between parallel orrelation measurement and the (vauum) �eld linetraing.4.3.1. Parallel orrelation between inner and outer arrayprobesFig. 4.4(a) shows the ross-orrelation between tips of the inner array ( 0 to 11 )with tips from the outer array ( A to X ) for a time lag � = 1:2�s. For thistime lag, the maximum ross-orrelation was observed. The data is �ltered witha 10 kHz high-pass before the orrelation analysis. From the ontour of maximumorrelation (marked by a white ellipse in Fig. 4.4), the mapping between the tipson the outer probe array onto the tips of the inner array an be determined. Thetips from the outer array map on the tip numbers 3 4 5 6 of the inner array.This �nding is in good agreement with the result from vauum �eld line traing(ompare Se. 4.2.2).The orrelation amplitude has omparatively low value (23% only). This mightbe due to the 10 kHz high-pass �lter, whih is used to damp a low-frequentperturbation in the data: Without high-pass �ltering, all tips from the innerarray seem to have a orrelation of about 50 % with the tips from the outerarray [Fig. 4.5(a)℄. A loser look at the data reveals an osillatory signal in thelow-frequeny range of 1|5kHz whih dominates the auto- and ross-orrelationfuntions [ompare Fig. 4.5(b)℄. This signal is found on both the tips of the innerand the outer probe array. If the reiproating probe array is on a position faroutside, the signal vanishes. This �nding suggests that the low-frequent signalis due to an atual plasma mode. The mode is detetable on the outer probearray as well as on the inner array with zero time lag whih indiates a globalplasma mode. The origin of this phenomenon is not yet resolved and requiresfurther investigation. For the further analysis within the sope of this work, it issuÆient to �lter the data with a 10 kHz high-pass. This limit frequeny is wellbelow the frequenies used for the ative probe set-up desribed in the followingsetions.4.3.2. Parallel wave number on Wendelstein 7-ASThe maximum orrelation is found for approximately zero time lag. We an esti-mate the parallel wave number by Eq. (2.22). Field line traing (Fig 4.2) yields a80



4.3. Parallel orrelation measurements on Wendelstein 7-AS

Figure 4.4.: Data �ltered with 10 kHz high-pass before the orrelation analysis.(a) Cross-orrelation between the signals from the probe tips of the inner array(horizontal axis) and the signals from the probe tips of the outer array (vertialaxis). Probes 3 and 7 of the inner array are triple probes. The orrelation fortime tag � = 1:2�s is shown in grey sale. The white line is drawn to guide theeye. (b) The auto-orrelation of the outer probe tip 5 , the auto-orrelation ofthe inner probe tip N and the ross-orrelation between the respetive tips isplotted versus time lag � . Data from W7-AS disharge #50196.
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4. Ative modi�ation of turbulene

Figure 4.5.: (a) Cross-orrelation between the signals from the probe tips ofthe inner array (horizontal axis) and the signals from the probe tips of the outerarray (vertial axis). The orrelation for time tag � = 1:2�s is shown in greysale. (b) The auto-orrelation of the outer probe tip 5 , the auto-orrelationof the inner probe tip N and the ross-orrelation between the respetive tipsis plotted versus time lag � . In omparison with Fig. 4.5(b), the low-frequentosillation is learly seen. Data from W7-AS disharge #50196.
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4.3. Parallel orrelation measurements on Wendelstein 7-ASparallel mapping of tip N to the toroidal plane of the inner array onto a positionthat is approximately half between probes 4 and 5 . The maximum orrelationwas experimentally found between the probes N and 5 of the outer and innerprobe array (Fig. 4.4). The poloidal displaement between the magneti dis-plaement and the experimental �nding from parallel orrelation measurementsis thus d? � 1 m. The error in estimating the absolute probe positions withrespet to the magneti �eld is less than 1 m.1 Inluding this systemati error,we get d? = 1� 1 m.The average poloidal wave number k� is estimated by means of the lok-intehnique (Se. 2.2.5). Only frequenies greater or equal 10 kHz are onsideredfor the averaging. The values for the average poloidal wave number from fourdisharges with idential magneti on�guration and the same radial positions ofthe reiproating array are shown in Tab. 4.1. The average poloidal wave num-Disharge k� / m�150196 -16.550232 51.750233 64.550234 61.2Table 4.1.: Average poloidal wave numbers for four quasi-idential disharges.ber observed for disharge #50196 is negative ompared to the other disharges.Nonetheless, all four disharges show the same parallel onnetions as disussedin the previous subsetion (Fig. 4.4). It was previously observed, that a veloityshear layer exists near the last losed ux surfae for ertain disharge onditions[Bleuel 1998, Se. III.2.1℄, whih is haraterized by a reversal of the poloidalveloity of the utuations. It might be the ase that the radial position of thereiproating array during disharge #50196 di�ers slightly from the other threedisharges. Sine the measurements are performed near the veloity shear region,a radial displaement of a few mm an give signi�antly di�erent perpendiularwave numbers. We exlude the value for the perpendiular wave number ob-tained from disharge #50196 and get the mean and standard deviation from theremaining values in Tab. 4.1: k� = (59:1� 5:4)m�1.Inserting the �gures for the average perpendiular wave number k�, the per-pendiular displaement d? and the onnetion length L = 12m into Eq. (2.22),we get the average parallel wave number kk � (0:05�0:05)m�1. The upper limitfor the ratio between the average wave numbers parallel and perpendiular to themagneti �eld is kk=k� < 2 � 10�2. This result for the average parallel wavenum-ber is in good agreement with previous measurements on W7-AS: Bleuel [1998℄1Only the poloidal displaement is taken into aount, sine the outer probe head performs aradial san during the reiproation. 83



4. Ative modi�ation of turbuleneestimated an average parallel wave number of kk = 0� 0:03m�1 for a onnetionlength of 32m. The obtained values for the parallel wave number on W7-AS andfor the 23m onnetion length on JET tokamak (Se. 3.3.5) are all in agreementwith kk = 0 within the error bars.4.4. Single point oupling4.4.1. Set-up and basi featuresFor the experiments subsequently desribed, only a single probe tip of the outerarray was driven by an external signal. A sine signal with a frequeny of 60 kHzand a peak-to-peak voltage of 80V was applied. The other tips were measuringoating potential. The voltage amplitude of the external signal is approximately3{4 times the amplitude of the oating potential utuations.Time series and the orresponding power spetra of utuations reorded byprobe tips in the viinity of the ative probe are plotted in Fig 4.6. The timeseries show no evidene for any inuene of the ative signal. The power spetraldensities, however, reveal a peak at 60 kHz (the driver frequeny). Also, thehigher harmoni at 120 kHz is observed by the probe tip diretly below the ativeprobe. The turbulent underground of the spetrum does not show any deviationsompared to the auto-power spetrum of the oating potential signal withoutdriver signal, f. Fig. 4.7. The frequeny region we fous our interest is verynarrow and entered around the driver frequeny.2 Inspeting the heights of thepeaks in the di�erent spetra there is an apparent asymmetry: The spetra fromtips below the ative tip show the peak over a muh larger poloidal extend thanthe spetra from the tips above.Further analysis onentrates on the 60 kHz region. The ohereny lok-intehnique (Se. 2.2.5) is a partiularly valuable tool for the analysis of thesedata.4.4.2. Advaned analysis: ative and passive probesFrom passive measurements many harateristis of the turbulene an alreadybe derived, like sale length and drifts. These are briey desribed for a ompar-ative analysis. The signal of one of the outer array probes at the poloidal positionde�ned as 0 m is taken as referene for the ohereny analysis. The ohereny isalulated between the signals from all other probes and the signal from the ref-erene probe. Fig. 4.8(a) shows the resulting ohereny and phase for the 60 kHzfrequeny omponent, plotted versus the poloidal probe separation. From this2Non-linear oupling to modes at other frequenies is not observed. This is also shown bybi-ohereny analysis.84



4.4. Single point oupling

Figure 4.6.: Raw signals and orresponding power spetral densities for theexternal 60 kHz signal (blak tip, O ) and the oating potential signals (greytips) on the 28 pin outer probe head. Data from W7-AS disharge #50212.
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4. Ative modi�ation of turbulene

Figure 4.7.: Power density spetrum of the oating potential signal detetedby the outer array probe tip M . (a) With 60 kHz driver signal and (b) withoutdriver signal on probe tip O of the outer array. Data from W7-AS disharges#50212 and #50197.plot a poloidal sale length of approximately 1:4 m (full width at 50% ohereny)for the 60 kHz frequeny omponent is estimated. In the viinity of the refereneprobe, the slope of the phase urve indiates a poloidal drift with a phase velo-ity vp � 4000ms�1, orresponding to a loal wave number k� = 200m�1. Thisdrift is in the diretion of the ion-diamagneti drift (ompare Fig. 1.6) and thepoloidal E�B-rotation of the plasma, the latter due to the radial eletri �eldin the srape-o� layer.Fig. 4.8(b) shows the result of the same analysis as above for the ase thata 60 kHz sine signal with a peak-to-peak voltage of 80V is applied to the ref-erene probe tip. This leads to a signi�ant modi�ation of the poloidal signalpropagation: Firstly, an asymmetry of the level of ohereny with respet to thereferene tip is observed, namely in the diretion of the E�B-rotation. Se-ondly, the poloidal sale length is slightly broadened to approximately 1:8 m(full width at 50% ohereny). Finally, the loal wave number is inreased tok� � 200m�1. At the other frequeny omponents, no signi�ant hanges areobserved. For a similar set-up on TEXT (toroidal probe separation 12m anddriver frequeny 30 kHz), a similar asymmetry and a smaller phase veloity werereported [Rihards et al. 1994℄, in agreement with our results.4.4.3. Single ative probe on the inner probe arrayOne partiularly interesting result of the ative probing experiments on TEXTis the observed signal propagation asymmetry parallel to the magneti �eld. Theset-up desribed above with a single ative probe on the outer array yields no lear
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4.4. Single point oupling

Figure 4.8.: The ohereny (solid lines) and phase (loks) at the frequeny of60 kHz versus the poloidal position given by the probe tips ( A { X ) of the outerarray. The grey bar indiates the probe tip taken as referene for the oherenyanalysis (poloidal position 0 m). (a) No external signal. The dashed line is a �tto the slope of the phase indiating a poloidal wave number k� � 95m�1. (b)The referene probe is driven with a sine signal of 60 kHz. The phase is generallyrestrited to a range [��; �℄. Here, the phase is plotted without this onstraintby adding 2� at points of disontinuity to guide the eye. The dashed line is a�t to the slope of the phase indiating the poloidal wave number k� � 200m�1.The dotted line shows the poloidal wave number from (a). Data from W7-ASdisharges #50197 and #50212.
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4. Ative modi�ation of turbulenetrae at the probes of the inner array. This might be due to the omparativelylarge probe distane on the inner array of 2 m. The signals propagating from theative probe of the outer probe array to the inner array might not ome lose toany of the probe tips. The situation is improved for another set-up with a singleative probe on the inner array. The probe tips on the inner array are larger,whih allows one to draw higher urrents leading to a higher signal amplitude.Furthermore, the outer probe array provides a good poloidal resolution of 0:25 mtip distane.A sinusoidal signal with a peak-to-peak amplitude of 80V and a frequeny of60 kHz was applied to tip 6 of the inner array. The plasma response was de-teted at the toroidal distant outer probe array by means of the lok-in tehniqueintrodued above, ompare Fig. 4.9. A maximum ohereny of Cmax � 50% isfound between the referene probe tip 6 and probe tip P of the outer array.The poloidal region of high ohereny is fairly broad and the phase is steadilyinreasing. A linear best �t yields the loal wave number k� � 220m�1.The onjeture that the observed ohereny and phase patterns are indeedaused by the ative drive on the inner array is supported by the following�ndings. A disharge with idential plasma parameters but di�erent rotationaltransform � = 0:39 (instead of � = 0:40) was investigated. The ative signal(f = 60 kHz and Uss = 80V) was again supplied to the inner array probe tip6 . The ohereny and phase pattern observed for the same radial position for� = 0:39 [Fig. 4.9(b)℄ qualitatively remains the same if ompared to the plot for� = 0:40 [Fig. 4.9(a)℄. It is important to note, however, that the maximum o-hereny is found at a di�erent probe tip I of the outer array. This systematidisplaement of about 1 m of the maximum orresponds very well to the hangeexpeted from the �eld line traing for a hange of rotational transform from� = 0:39 to � = 0:40.The plasma response to a loally injeted driver signal is learly not loallyrestrited but is also observed far away parallel to the magneti �eld. However,the ohereny as well as the power spetral density of the injetion signal issigni�antly redued by the turbulent bakground utuations. Similar �ndingswere reported for experiments on TEXT tokamak [Rihards et al. 1994℄.A �nite propagation speed of the driver signal parallel to the magneti �eldis expeted for the atively oupled signals. This veloity an be estimated fromthe phase di�erene between the applied and the signal deteted with the outerprobe array. The phase di�erene at the maximum ohereny is for both dis-harges �'max � 0:5 �. It should be kept in mind, however, that the propagationspeed derived from the phase di�erene is not unique, sine the injeted signal isperiodi. It is thus possible that the atual phase di�erene is larger by integermultiples of 2�. Hene, only the upper value for the signal propagation speedan be estimated. The maximum parallel phase veloity of the signal is given by
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4.4. Single point oupling

Figure 4.9.: The ohereny (solid lines) and phase (loks) at the frequeny of60 kHz versus the poloidal position given by the probe tips of the outer array.The referene for the lok-in analysis is the 60 kHz signal applied to tip number6 of the inner array. (a) Rotational transform � = 0:40. The highest ohereny isobserved at tips N and M of the outer array. (b) Rotational transform � = 0:39.The highest ohereny is observed at the I tip of the outer array. Data fromW7-AS disharges #50237 and #50239. 89



4. Ative modi�ation of turbulenethe equation vjjmax = !L�'max : (4.1)The onnetion length is L = 12m for both disharges. Inserting the �gures inEq. (4.1) we obtain a maximum phase veloity of vjjmax � 2:9 � 106ms�1. This isone order of magnitude lower than the Alfv�en veloity vA � 2 � 107ms�1 for thegiven disharge onditions3. The eletron thermal veloity e = 3 � 106ms�1 (foran eletron temperature Te = 20 eV) is in a good agreement with vjjmax.4.5. Wave oupling4.5.1. Set-up and observations in poloidal diretionSix phase-shifted sine signals were applied to a subset of six pairs of probetips. The phase shift between two poloidally neighboring probe-pairs was setto �' = 60Æ = �=3. Between eah ative probe pair, one probe was operatedto measure oating potential. In total, the six probe-pairs over one omplete(interpolated) sine-yle [Fig. 4.10(a)℄. With suh a set-up, it is possible toimpose a poloidally propagating spatio-temporal pattern { a sine-wave {on theturbulent plasma bakground. With respet to the E�B-rotation, a o- anda ounter-propagation of the sine-wave an be hosen by sign reversal of thephase shift [Fig. 4.10 (b) and ()℄. The driver frequeny f0 an be seleted ina range of 1 { 100 kHz. In Fig. 4.10 the driver frequeny is f0 = 30 kHz and inFig. 4.11 f0 = 60 kHz. The driver wave number k�� is determined by distane�d = 0:75 m and phase �' = �=3 between two suessive ative probe pairs,k�� = �'=�d � 140m�1. For omparison: The mean poloidal wave number ofthe bakground turbulene was determined to be k� = (59:1� 5:4)m�1. Due tothe limited base length of the outer probe array a better math of the driver wavenumber to the dynamis of turbulent strutures is not possible.The ohereny between the signals from the intermediate passive probe tipsand the applied signals is near 100 % for o- and ounter-propagation. In the aseof o-propagating wave-patterns [Figs. 4.10(b) and 4.11(a)℄ the phases of ativeand passive signals are almost perfetly aligned over the whole range of poloidalprobe tips of the outer array. This indiates a good oupling of the turbulentplasma bakground with the applied wave patterns.The situation is di�erent for the ounter-propagating ase [Figs. 4.10() and4.11()℄, where the phases at the passive tips enlosed by the ative probe-pairs(tips S P M J G ) are not loked to the applied signals very well (so-alled3W7-AS plasma parameters: deuterium plasma with magneti �eld B = 2:5 T, density n =5 � 1018m�3 and temperature Te = 20 eV
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4.5. Wave oupling

Figure 4.10.: (a): To eah of the 6 pairs of the ative probe tips (markedin grey as opposed to the (passive) oating potential tips in white) sine signalswith a phase shift of 60Æ = �=3 rad and a frequeny of 30 kHz are supplied.(b) Co-rotating sine wave. From the plot of the phase versus poloidal position,the diretion of the wave (to the right, o-rotating with E�B-rotation) and theimposed wave number k�� = 140m�1 an be estimated. Cohereny and phasevalues are relative to the probe-pair at poloidal position 0 m. (): Counter-rotating sine wave (with respet to the E�B-rotation). Data from W7-ASdisharges #50297 and #50299. 91



4. Ative modi�ation of turbulene

Figure 4.11.: Same plots as in Fig. 4.10, but for 60 kHz driver frequeny. Co-herenies and phase values are relative to the probe-pair at poloidal position0 m. (a) Co-rotating sine wave (with respet to the E�B-rotation). (b) Zerophase-shift between the applied signals. () Counter-rotating sine wave. Datafrom W7-AS disharges #50295, #50308 and #50296.
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4.5. Wave ouplingphase slippage).4 Moreover, outside the ative probing region (probe tips D toA ), the diretion of the phase veloity hanges to that of the bakground E�B-rotation right away. For the ase of �' = 0 [Fig. 4.11(b)℄ the phase slippage isnot observed. From these �ndings it is reasonable to onlude, that there is a bet-ter oupling between the turbulent bakground plasma and the o-propagatingwave pattern than with a ounter-propagating wave pattern. Basially, this isin agreement with the observations on the MIRABELLE devie, where a strongsuppression of low-frequeny drift modes was found for o-rotating external sig-nals, whereas a ounter-rotating signals did not inuene the turbulent plasmadynamis [Shr�oder et al. 2001℄.4.5.2. Observations in parallel diretion: Ative probesdriven by a purely temporal signalThe ative probe set-up with sine signals applied to six probe-pairs of the outerarray without phase shift [Fig. 4.11(b)℄ is disussed here in some more detail.The driver signals are also deteted on the inner probe array (onnetion length12m), as shown in Fig. 4.12. High oherenies between the input signal and theoating potential signals measured by the probes of the inner array are found attips 3 4 5 6 . The maximum ohereny of approximately 70% is observed atprobe 4 . These basi �ndings are in a good agreement with the results from the(passive) parallel orrelation measurements (Se. 4.3).As previously observed, the signal inuene on the bakground plasma tur-bulene is limited to the driver frequeny. Even though the phase between thedriver signals is zero, a small hange in phase is found for the probes 4 56 of the inner array, whih { aording to the �eld line traing { have a mag-neti onnetion to the driver probes [f. Fig. 4.12℄. This ould be the e�etof a (poloidal) misalignment of the inner probe array with respet to the uxtubes, whih magnetially onnet these probes with the driver probes of theouter array: If we onsider a poloidal wave number of the signal in the orderof k� � 200m�1 as would be expeted from the results disussed in Se. 4.4.3,a poloidal displaement of d = 0:5 m would lead to a systemati phase-shift of�' = k� d � 0:3 �.We note here, that the signal propagation parallel to the magneti �eld donot show an asymmetry as reported for experiments on TEXT and KT-5C(f. Se. 4.1), sine we �nd the signals injeted at the inner probe array on probetips of the outer array and vie versa for the injetion of signals at the outer probearray. For both set-ups, the parallel signal propagation is in a good agreement4Phase slippage was also observed in spatio-temporal synhronization experiments on the lin-ear KIWI devie for a ounter-injetion of wave signals [Blok et al. 2001℄. It was suggested,that this phenomenon is due to a spatio-temporal periodi pulling.
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4. Ative modi�ation of turbulene

Figure 4.12.: Cross-ohereny (solid line) and phase (loks) between the driversignal (sine, 60 kHz) on the outer array as referene and the signals from the probetips of the inner array. Data from W7-AS disharge #50308.with the �eld line traing alulations.4.5.3. Parallel propagation of wave signalsThe sine-waves whih are imposed on the turbulent plasma bakground by thesix probe-pairs of the outer array, an be deteted over a distane of 12m by theprobe tips of the inner array. In Fig. 4.13 the ohereny and phase between onedriver signal and the oating potential measured by the tips 2 to 11 of the innerprobe array for three di�erent driver frequenies (30, 45 and 60 kHz) are plotted.The imposed waves are o-propagating with respet to the E�B-rotation ofthe plasma in Fig. 4.13(a-). The highest oherenies are observed on probe tip2 for all three driver frequenies. Although the disharge onditions were thesame for all the disharges presented in this hapter, the maximum oherenyseems to be systematially shifted by approximately 2 m in the diretion of theE�B-rotation, when ompared to the set-up with a purely temporal oupling(�' = 0, f. Fig. 4.12). For tehnial reason, the probe tips 0 and 1 were notavailable for the experiments, so that no more data is at hand to support thissuspiion. For all three driver frequenies, the slopes of the phases of the probes2 3 4 represent the imposed wave number k�� = 140m�1 reasonably well. The94



4.5. Wave oupling

Figure 4.13.: Cross-ohereny (solid line) and phase (loks) between one driversignal on the outer array as referene and the signals from the probes of the innerarray ( 2 to 11 ). (a) 30 kHz, (b) 45 kHz and () 60 kHz o-propagation and (d)30 kHz, (e) 45 kHz and (f) 60 kHz ounter-propagation of the imposed sine waves.The dashed lines denote �ts to the phases in regions of high ohereny. Datafrom W7-AS disharges #50297, #50296, #50306, #50299, #50305, #50310.
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4. Ative modi�ation of turbulenemaximum ohereny dereases linearly from 30 kHz to 60 kHz.The results for ounter-propagating imposed waves for three driver frequen-ies are shown in Fig. 4.13(d-f). The maximum ohereny is found on probe 3for driver frequenies of 30 and 45 kHz, and on probe 4 for a driver frequenyof 60 kHz. This is in good agreement with the region of high ohereny for thepurely temporal oupling (Fig. 4.12). The poloidal wave number k� = 66m�1, asobtained from the slopes of the phases when onsidering probes 3 4 5 , is notompatible with the imposed poloidal wave number k�� = 140m�1. This obser-vation supports the previously established �nding, that the oupling strength ofounter-propagating waves is less than that of o-propagating waves.4.6. DisussionIn experiments on W7-AS, sinusoidal signals injeted into the bakground plasmaturbulene are observed to propagate parallel and perpendiular to the magneti�eld. The signals are deteted in parallel diretion on the same probes of the dis-tant array as expeted from the parallel orrelation measurements of bakgroundturbulene. An exeption is found for the appliation of wave signals, whiho-propagate with respet to the E�B-rotation of the plasma (see below). Anasymmetry of signal propagation (f. Se. 4.1) as reported for similar experimentson TEXT and KT-5C { both tokamaks { are not observed in W7-AS: A sine sig-nal in the drift-frequeny range below 100 kHz injeted at the outer probe arraywas observed on the inner probe array and vie versa for a signal injetion at theinner probe array. A possible explanation for the observed propagation asymme-try in experiments on the tokamaks ould be an intersetion of the onnetingux tube for one of the two set-ups.On W7-AS, the parallel signal propagation speed vjj � 2:9�106ms�1 is found tobe of the order of the eletron thermal veloity. As a matter of fat, suh a veloityis expeted for drift waves. On KT-5C a phase veloity of vjj � 5 � 105ms�1 wasreported, whih is muh slower than the Alfv�en veloity vA � 3 �106ms�1 and theeletron thermal veloity e � 2 �106ms�1 for the respetive disharge onditions,but faster than the ion sound veloity s � 4 � 104ms�1 [Kan et al. 1997℄. Itwas proposed, that the signal propagation veloity ould be determined by theveloity vIplas = 5:5 � 105ms�1 of the eletrons arried by the indued toroidalplasma urrent. We note here, that a poloidal misalignment of the two toroidallydistant probe tips an result in an over-estimation of the phase di�erene betweendriver signal and deteted signal (Se. 4.5.2). Espeially for probe arrays witha small base length (like in the experiments on the KT-5C tokamak) or a largeprobe tip separation (like for the inner array on the W7-AS stellarator) this anresult in an estimate of the parallel propagation veloity, whih is systematially
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4.6. Disussiontoo small.5In previous experiments on Wendelstein 7-AS, where short urrent pulses witha bandwidth of 5MHz were applied to the plasma edge, a propagation parallelto the magneti �eld of these disturbanes with Alfv�en veloity was found [Geier1997; Geier and Niedermeyer 1998℄. For the signal injetion experiments withfrequenies below 100 kHz, the signal propagation speed is signi�antly belowthe Alfv�en veloity. However, similar experiments in the TEXT tokamak yield asignal propagation speed ompatible with the Alfv�en veloity [Ukan et al. 1995;Winslow et al. 1998℄. A parametri study of the plasma parameters during signalinjetion experiments, i.e. the magneti �eld, plasma density and temperature,would be helpful to larify this issue.Experiments in the linear low-temperature devie MIRABELLE showed thepossibility of a mode-seletive stabilization of drift wave turbulene by means ofan open-loop synhronization [Shr�oder et al. 2001℄. In these proof-of-prinipleexperiments, the synhronization of the plasma turbulene to the imposed waveswas strongly dependent on the mathing of applied the spatio-temporal wavepattern to the dynamis of the turbulent strutures. In the experiments on theW7-AS { the �rst suh experiments in a magnetized hot plasma { the overallinuene of the signals on the plasma turbulene is found to be limited to a narrowfrequeny region around the driver frequeny. Although a synhronization of theturbulene to the external wave pattern was not possible in these experiments,a di�erene of a o- and ounter-propagation of the signal patterns with respetto the E�B-rotation of the bakground plasma turbulene is observed. Theoupling strength of the imposed waves to the turbulent plasma bakground seemsto be improved for the o-propagation.For a o-propagation of the imposed waves with the E�B-rotation, the im-posed wave number is observed parallel to the magneti �eld over a distane of12m. As a matter of fat, the parallel propagation seems to be altered by a sys-temati shift of 2 m in the diretion of the E�B-drift. Thus, the imposed wavepattern is not loalized to the injetion area, but has a non-loal dynami. Fora ounter-propagation of the imposed waves, phase-slippage is observed. At thedistant probe neither the wave number of the imposed wave, nor a spatial shiftis observed at the distant probe. All these �ndings are ompatible with an im-proved oupling of the o-propagating waves with respet to ounter-propagatingwaves.The oupling strength of the imposed waves to the bakground plasma turbu-lene might be improved by an optimization of the spatially imposed struture,i.e. a better math of the imposed wave number to the dynamis of turbulentstrutures and a larger injetion region. However, whether the stabilization of asingle drift mode in a tokamak or stellarator plasma is ahievable at all, remains5In the present study, the parallel propagation speed was estimated for a set-up with the outerprobe array used as distant detetion array. 97



4. Ative modi�ation of turbulenean open question. A major di�erene between turbulene in low- and high-temperature plasmas is the di�erent sale of the turbulene, f. Eq. (1.14). Theturbulene sale is larger in low-temperature plasmas (like in the MIRABELLEdevie), and only a few exiter plates enlosing the whole plasma olumn areneessary for imposing waves with a good math with the wave numbers in theplasma. The overage of an entire poloidal ross-setion with exiter plates ina high-temperature plasma is presumably more e�etive in terms of ouplingstrength. Due to the smaller sale of the turbulene and the larger poloidalross-setion of the plasma, the installation of a suitable exiter set-up wouldbe a major tehnial hallenge. Moreover, suh installation is not possible for adivertor on�guration, sine the exiter plates would at as a poloidal limiter andredue the favorable properties of the divertor on�guration. Further optimiza-tion of frequeny and wave vetor of the imposed waves is probably a promisingapproah for ahieving a signi�ant and systemati inuene of turbulene.
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5. Summary and ConlusionsThe present experimental work investigates plasma turbulene in the edge regionof magnetized high-temperature plasmas. A main topi is the turbulent dynam-is parallel to the magneti �eld, where hitherto only a small data basis existed,espeially for very long sale lengths in the order of ten of meters. A seond pointof speial interest is the oupling of the dynamis parallel and perpendiular tothe magneti �eld. This anisotropi turbulent dynamis is investigated by twodi�erent approahes. Firstly, spatially and temporally high-resolution measure-ments of utuating plasma parameters are investigated by means of two-pointorrelation analysis. Seondly, the propagation of signals externally imposed intothe turbulent plasma bakground is studied. For both approahes, Langmuirprobe arrays were utilized for diagnosti purposes.Correlation measurements along the on�ning magneti �eld over very longonnetion lengths of up to 66 m in the JET tokamak learly indiate the ex-istene of greatly elongated utuation strutures. Within the error bars, thesestrutures are perfetly aligned with the magneti �eld and their wave numberparallel to the magneti �eld vanishes (kk = 0). Moreover, the orrelation timelag is � � 0, whih supports a �lament-like utuation struture. Three di�er-ent onnetion lengths were ahieved for the parallel orrelation study on theJET tokamak. The orrelational degree for a short onnetion length of 0:75mis greater than 80%. For muh longer onnetion lengths of 23m and 66m, theorrelation degree is redued to approximately 40%. This redution in orrelationfor long onnetion lengths annot be appropriately treated in the framework of atwo-dimensional model. A oneptual interpretation of these observations is theo-existene of two di�erent utuation omponents. One omponent has a orre-lation length parallel to the magneti �eld below 20 m and the other omponenta orrelation length greater than 70 m.The dynamis perpendiular to the magneti �eld is already known to bedominated by the rotation of the entire plasma due to a stationary radial eletri�eld. This ould be studied partiularly well in the Wendelstein 7-AS stellara-tor, by atively driven sine signals oupled to the turbulent bakground. Thesignals propagate parallel and perpendiular to the magneti �eld and are phase-sensitively deteted by means of a lok-in type tehnique. In poloidal diretion anasymmetry of the signal propagation in diretion of the bakground plasma driftis observed. A propagation asymmetry parallel to the magneti �eld, as previ-
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5. Summary and Conlusionsously reported for similar experiments in tokamaks [Ukan et al. 1995; Kan et al.1997℄, was not found in W7-AS. One might speulate, that in those experimentsthe onneting magneti �eld line was interseted by some obstale. In ontrastto bakground turbulene, the parallel signal propagation time is non-zero seemsto be in agreement with a propagation at eletron thermal veloity.As a more advane approah, spatio-temporal wave patterns were injetedinto the turbulent edge of the hot magnetized plasma. Suh a tehnique wasreently used in a magnetized low-temperature plasma and a strong inuene onthe plasma turbulene, i.e. a mode-seletive synhronization, was found [Shr�oderet al. 2001℄. On the ontrary, in Wendelstein 7-AS stellarator the imposed wavesdo not show a dramati e�et on the plasma turbulene. The reason is probablythe di�erent (i.e. smaller) harateristi sale length of the turbulene in hotplasmas ompared to the typial sale length of turbulene in low-temperatureplasmas. Nonetheless, an interesting wave oupling phenomenon is observed: Theoupling strength relies on the math of the imposed waves to the dynamis ofturbulent strutures. If the propagation diretion of the imposed waves is par-allel to the propagation diretion of the bakground plasma, improved ouplingis observed. This �nding underlines the importane of the bakground plasmarotation for future attempts of ontrolling the plasma edge turbulene. Furtheroptimization of frequeny and wave vetor of the imposed waves is probably apromising way for ahieving a signi�ant and systemati inuene of turbulene.Taking into aount the present experimental state-of-the-art, for a deeperinsight into the mehanism of the plasma edge turbulene of magnetized high-temperature plasmas a joint e�ort of numerial modeling and experimental resultsis a valuable approah. Suh a ooperation should over the explanation of theorrelation observations as well as the experiments on signal injetion into bak-ground turbulene. A quantitative omparison between the results presented inthis work and a dediated numerial drift wave simulation would be a signi�antstep forward to a better understanding of plasma edge turbulene.
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A. Appendix
A.1. Phase relation between utuations formaximum average partile transportThe utuations in potential, density and temperature have to be linked with eahother for a non-zero net transport at time sales muh longer than the utuationtime sales. Let us onsider a linear wave with frequeny ! and wave numberk. The density utuations ~n and the potential utuations ~� are assumed bephase-shifted by a onstant angle �,~n = n0 exp[i(k � x� ! t)℄ (A.1)~� = �0 exp[i(k � x� ! t + �)℄ : (A.2)The dependene of � on the average partile ux an easily be alulated.h~�i = h~n ~vEi= Re�Z T00 ~n�(t) ~v(t)E dt�= Re Z T00 ~n�(t) �(r~�(t))�BB2 dt!= Re Z T00 ~n�(t) �~�(t) ik�BB2 dt! (A.3)Only the real part Re() ontributes to the average partile ux h~�i. �T is theaveraging time. The potential an be expressed in terms of the density,~� = �0n0 ~n exp[i�℄ : (A.4)Inserting Eq. (A.4) in Eq. (A.3) we obtainh~�i = Re��ik�BB2 �0n0 exp[i�℄ Z T00 ~n�(t) ~n(t) dt�= Re�[sin(�)� i os(�)℄ k�BB2 �0n0 Z T00 1 dt�= sin(�) k�BB2 �0n0 T0 : (A.5)101



A. AppendixHene, the average partile transport reahes a maximum for a phase-shift of�=2 between density and potential utuations. It should be noted here, thatthe phase applies for spatial as well as temporal phase-shifts. For a disussion ofpolyhromati utuations, f. Ref. [Powers 1974℄.A.2. Error analysis for the parallel wave numberestimation for the 23 m onnetion length onJET tokamakIn �gure 3.4 the �eld line traing result for a 23 m onnetion between the outerdivertor probe and the top reiproating probe in the JET tokamak is plotted.The �eld line traing ode (ORBITB) has as a �xed stop ondition, that theradial oordinate of the �eld line is equal to the reiproating probe positionRprobe within a ertain box in toroidal and z-diretion around the probe position.The atual poloidal displaement d? between the alulated �eld line and thetop probe is estimated from the poloidal and toroidal omponent of the magneti�eld at the probe position (Bpol and Btor), the radial oordinate Rprobe and thedi�erene �tor between the alulated end position (toroidal omponent) andthe toroidal position of the reiproating probe:d? = �tor � BpolBtor �Rprobe = 1:87 m: (A.6)The error of d? an be estimated the following way: The relation between thepoloidal displaement d? and the safety fator q95 is determined by the �td? = afit � q95 (+arbitrary O�set); (A.7)see �gure 3.5. Hene, the total relative error of the poloidal displaement r(d?)is given by the sum of the relative errors of afit and q95,r(d?) = r(afit) + r(q95): (A.8)� The linear regression of equation (A.7) yields afit = 82 m and the as-soiated absolute error �(afit) = 20 m. The relative error is r(afit) =�(afit)=afit � 24%.� The unertainty of q95 is onsidered by the doubled standard deviation (95% on�dene interval) of the safety fator, �(q95) = 0:028. The hangein safety fator is given by �q95 = d?=afit = 0:023. The relative error isr(q95) = �(q95)=�q95 � 121%.Inserting these �gures in equation (A.8) yields an estimate for the total errorr(d?) = 135%, respetively �d? = 2:8 m.102
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